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61.0 INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
On 7 June 1968 the NASA Manned Spacecraft Center and Hughes Aircraft
Company entered into contract for a study to develop empirical and analytical
techniques for determing thermal radiation interchange factors. The study
consists of two concurrent phases: a twelve month analytical portion, Phase I,
which will lead to the production of a generalized computer program, and a
six month feasibility study, Phase II, to determine possible experimental
techniques. This report documents activities and results obtained during the
first three months of the program, 7 June to 1 September 1968.
The general objective of Phase I is to develop an efficient computer pro-
gram which will determine radiation interchange factors among surfaces having
any combination of the following properties:
a) diffuse emittance and reflectance,
b) diffuse emittance and specular reflectance,
C) diffuse emittance and reflectance having diffuse plus
specular components.
d) directional emittance and absorptance and bi-directional
reflectance.
The program must be fast in operation, capable of handling large numbers of
surfaces, and is to make maximum use of existing programs as building blocks.
Phase I accomplishments during the first quarter centered about comple-
tion of the analysis and formulation of the overall program; both have been
essentially completed. Second-level program formulation has also been com-
pleted for the case of all-diffuse surfaces, and coding has started. Several
key subroutines have been formulated. particularly those which adapt CONFAC
to the purposes of this program, and coding has been initiated.
The general objectives of Phase II are to examine possible techniques
for obtaining thermal radiation interchange factors experimentally and to
recommend a preferred approach for further development. During the first
quarter an extremely interesting technique has been postulated for obtaining
infrared interchange factors. Activites have largely centered around the
establishment of a firm analytical base for this method and a sources and
sensors survey geared to its particular requirements. This work, together
with previous developments in solar wave lengths, indicates the first-order
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ifeasibility of experimentally obtaining radiation interchange factors over all
wave lengths.
The following sections document the results obtained to date. The level
of detail is considerable, particularly in analytical areas, but it is con-
sidered necessary for establishment of the adequacy of both the computer and
experimental techniques which will be developed in succeeding months.
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62.0 PHASE I: ANALYTICAL METHOD
2.1 ANALYTICAL FORMULATION
Radiation interchange factors have been found to be extremely useful to
thermal designers who use nodal or network analysis programmed for digital
computers. The most common interchange factor is Hottel's script-F, ;a,ij,
(Reference 1), which is used as a coefficient of (T i4 —Tj 4 ) to couple a node Ai
with a node Aj . This factor takes into account both direct and reflected
energy which originates at A  and is absorbed at Ai . This interchange factor
has been adapted to account for solar irradiation where the product of solar
constant, S, and solar incidence factor, C si , is the forcing function rather
than T4 (Reference 2). a il has been shown to be suitable for surfaces which
emit diffusely and reflect in a combined diffuse-plus-specular manner,
p i = p
id
+p im (References 3, 4). The discussion which follows shows how this
factor may be obtained for enclosures of nodal areas some of which emit dif-
fusely and reflect in a diffuse-plus-specular mode and others emit direc-
tionally and reflect in a bi-directional mode. A matrix formulation is used
throughout.
Background
Radiative coupling of surfaces arises from the concept of radiant net
heat flux at a surface of interest, AV
i
_ Qi,net _ radiant flux _ radiant flux
g i,net	 Ai	 leaving Ai	incident at Ai)	 (1)
This net flux may be expressed alternately as
g	
(emitted flux - (absorbed flux
	
(2)
)
i,net	 at Ai	 I	 t Ai 
If an enclosure consists of n discrete nodes, it is possible to decompose the
net flux as
n
gi,net	 E	 qij
J=1
It is necessary to solve a Fredholm integral equation of the second kind
for surface intensity, the fundamental dependent variable of radiative ex-
change, for use in obtaining incident and emergent fluxes in equations 1 and 2
(3N
I
ti
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6before an Jij factor can be introduced for engineering purposes. The usual
procedure is based on uniform excitation and irradiation of surfaces and the
integral equation is replaced by a set of linear algebraic equations which
must be solved simultaneously. The solution of simultaneous linear equations
is well suited to matrix inversion subroutines available on most digital com-
puters. Alternately, the integral equation may be solved numerically by
Monte Carlo techniques.
Intcasity and Radiosity Equations
The approach to the problem used here is due to Bevans and Edwards (Refer-
ence 5) and is generalized to permit both real (directional/bi-directional)
and ideal (diffuse/specular) surfaces in an enclosure. The enclosure is shown
schematically in Figure ]. and assumed to have the following types and numbers
of surfaces:
Directional e*i-titting, bi-directional reflecting: 	 k = 1 (1) N
Diffuse emitting, diffuse-plus-specular reflecting: k = N+1 (1) M
Black space:	 k = M+1
1
r MR	 j
j/ M+1 /
a
N+1
N
Figure 1 - General Enclosure
Bevans and Edwards (Reference 5) derived a set of N 2 equations for mean direc-
tional intensity of a surface A  in a directional/bi-directional enclosure:
E 
	 E_ _
kw - skw n + j 1 rjkw I jk Fkj	 (4)
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r6
where Ikw = the mean intensity of Ak ir, the direction of Aw , power/unit
area-solid angle.
E 
	 = Planckian emissive power., power/unit area.
Fkj = conventional geometric shape factor.
'W
kw = mean directional emittance of Ak in the direction of Aw , di-
mensionless.
rjkw = mean bi-directional reflectance of Ak for energy incident from
A  and redirected to Aw , dimensionless.
If diffuse emitters and diffuse-plus-specular reflectors are introduced in an
enclosure, it is not necessary to write a separate intensity equation for each
direction. Instead, the concept of radiosity and specular exchange factors
may be used
N _
	 M
Jk = sk Ek 
+ pkd	
TTI.k ^k + ^, J
j=N+1
	
j ^k	 (5)j=l	 j
Jk = Ck E  + pkd 
C 
Gk +
	
	 Jj ^kj	 (5a)
j=N+1
j=1
The irradiation Gk
 for j=1(1)N will be discussed below. The interchange factors
fkj take into account the direct exchange ( Fkj ) plus all specular reflections
(e.g. p wm Fkj (w) ), (References 2, 5).
In the fully mixed enclosure it is necessary to modify equation 4 to
account for the intensity directed at a specular reflector which arrives at
another surface. The mean directional intensity is replaced by a directional
flux which shall be called "psuedo-radiosity" and is defined as
	
^kw = rtIkw 	(6)
The script -J and double subscript are used to distinguish this directional
flux from the diffuse flux of true radiosity. A general expression for
psuedo-radiosity is
N
^'	 `^	 ^M 	 Q
%,kw - ekw Ek + j 1 rr jkw Fkj djk + - rj (P ) kw ^kj ( P) OjP)
5	 P
+ L_.^
	 rjkw Fkj +	 rj(p)kw ^kj (P)) Jj	 (7)
J N+1 I	 p-N+1
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iI
The corresponding radiosi'_r expression for a diffuse-plus-specular surface is
d
Jk - ek Ek + pk	 ijk Fkj + 9j P ^kj(P))J-1 	 p
M
+ )' Jj 
k
j
	(8)
Equations 7 and 8 represent a linear set of I N 2 + M-N, albegraic equations
which must be solved for the radiosities and psuedo-radiosities. The shape
factors, exchange factors, emittances, reflectances, and emissive powers are
assumed known; the product CE represents the excitation, or forcing function
at each surface.
Example: Exchanize Factors for a Mixed Enclosure
The construction of equations 7 and 8 may be explained by considering a
specific enclosure. Figure 2 shows an enclosure of five surfaces; three of
these (k = 1,2,3) are directional/bi-directional, the other two (k - 4,5) are
diffuse-plus-specular. The image technique is used for this illustration,
but alternative procedures may be used to construct the exchange factors.
loo i^
Figure 2 - Mixed Enclosure
The psuedo-radiosity from A 3 to A2 may be expressed as
(^	
5
	
932 - e 32 E 3 + s	 yj32 F 3 J 3 + L^  rj (P) 32 f3 j (P) ^jPI
	
jl	 (	 P
	
+ jE
5	
j5
j32 F 3 + p=4  rj (P) 32 r3j (P)) Jj
The first summation will be expanded for j = 1 :
7132 F31 913 + -fl(4)32 131(4) 414 + r l(5)32 f3l(5) ^15
(9)
(10)
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iThe first term, r 132 F31113 ' accounts for energy which originates a
A
t
, 
Al ,
is directed at A3
 , and re-directed at A 2 . The second term, 
r l(4)32 T31(4)
^14 ' accounts for energy which originates at Al , ib directed at A4 where it
undergoes a specular reflection to A3
 ; finally it is re-directed to A2 . The
bi-directional reflectance, Y1(4)32 ' is in theory different from r432 because
the image A1(4) in general will not "fill the view" of A4
 ; in practice, it is
reasonaule to let rl(4)32` , x432 ' In terms of the images, this energy from Al
appears to originate at the virtual surfaces which lie behind both A4 and A5
the exchange facto: 
f31(4) is
31(4) = 04m F31(4) + p4m P5  F31(4,5) + ...
The image 
Al(4) 
appears to lie behind A4 while 
A1(4,5) appears behind A5.
This is in contrast to the case of an exclusively diffuse-plus-specular en-
closure in which 
31(4) would refer to images lying behind A4 only. The rea-
son for this difference is that 9 14 will be, in general, different than P15;
if Al
 were a diffuse-specular surface than J1 = 11J"14 a "J"15 and the images
could be taken into account as lying behind one surface at a time rather than
alternating back and forth.
The first stuanation in equation 9 for j = 2 is similar to that of j = 1.
The case for j = 3 is also similar except that (r 332 F33 9 33 ) may appear if
A3 is concave; however, if A 3 is plane or convex, Lhen x
332 = 0 , F33 = 0
and 933=0.
The second summation in equation 9 contains the diffuse contribution of
the diffuse-plus-specular surfaces. The expansion for j = 4 is
( x432 F34 + r4(4)32 f34(4) + r4(5)32 f34(5)1 J4 (11)
Tb a first term 
r432 
F314 J4
 accounts for diffuse energy leaving A 4 which is
reLl.ectid at A3 toward A2 . The second term in 11 accounts for diffuse energy
whip,'c an,-ears to originat at i:maees of A4
 lying behind A4 . For example
^34( :) = o4m 05  F34(5,4) + ... 	 (12)
The last term accounts for images of A4 lying behind A5 :
f34(5) = p5m 1 ;Z(5) + ...	 (13)
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fThe exchange factors 34(4) and 34(5) are once removed from conventional ex-
change factors insofar as they do not include the direct shape factor F34'
The conventional shape factor, t34 , would occur in 11 only if r432 x4(4)32
x4(5)35 and would be
^34	 F34 + 34(4) + f34(5)
	 (14)
The radiosity of surface A4 follows from equation 8 as
d	 3	 514 
= i4 E4 + p 4 	 L	 0 j4 F4j + ^4 Pj,, ^4j (p)J=l
5
+ L	
Jj T4j 1	 (15)J=4	 J
The expansion of the first summation for j = 1 is
^14 F41 + 914 41(4) + )15 41(5)	
(16)
The shape factor 
X41(4) will be non-zero if A4 is concave and/or if A4 can
"see" the image A1(4,5) ' In the case a* hand, A4 is plane and sees A1(4,5)
then
f4l(4) = p4m p 5m F41(4,5) + " '	 (17)
The factor f4l(5) will be
41(5) - p 5m F41(5) 1. ...	 (18)
The second summation for j - 4, 5 contains conventional exchange factors:
	
^44 
R 0
5m F44(5) + ...	 (19)
and
^45 = F45 
+ p4m p
5m F45(4,5) 
+ ­
	 (20)
All other exchange factors for the enclosure of Figure 2 may be generated
in a comparable manner to those described above.
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•Matrix Formulation for
it
The radiant interchange factor, ij
	for a fully diffuse enclosure is
derived in Reference 2. The net heat flux is written as
gi,net - J  - G 
C.
= 
of (Ei - J i )	 (21)
1
and from Reference 2 and 6 it may be shown that
N
Ji = L	 ei E i O ij	 (22)
j=1
where O ij is the (ij)th element in the inverted transfer matrix, [D, -1 . The
transfer matrix, [D] , contains elements
6kp Pk Fkp
where 6 
k 
is the Kronecker delta. Thermodynamic arguments may be used to show
that
ei e
`^ij =
	
o l 
Oij	 (23)
i
It is shown in References 2,3, 4 that when all surfaces reflect in a
diffuse-plus-specuiar manner that the elements in the transfer matrix are
_	 d
6kp Ck kp
and
ij = e d ^ ij	 (24)
of
The analysis which follows shows how script-F may be computed by inverting the
transfer matrix implicit in equations 7 and 8.
Net Heat Flux in a Mixed Enclosure
Equation 1 may be used for an arbitrary enclosure of M+1 surfaces, from
t
Reference 5 it follows that
M+1
gk,net = E	 ^kj Fkj - Gk
	
1 < k < N	 ,	 (25a)
j=1
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6qk uet - Jk Gk	 N+1 < k s M	 (25b)
Alternately, equation 2 may be used as
gk,net	 ek 
E
?c - 'Yk G
k
	(26)
where the tilda identifies a hemispherical surface property. The use of the
symbol
	 does not denote absorptance of solar energy; the solar absorptance
will be indicated as ^* . In the case of surfaces which are both gray and
which emit diffusely it is possible to let e =
	 but in the present analysis
of gray surfaces which emit and absorb with a directional dependence, the
hemispherical values of emittance and absorptance may be different. The two
symbols E and a will be retained in this discussion although they refer to the
same spectral interval.
When Ak
 is in the bi-directional set the absorbed flux must take account
of directional absorptance:
N	 M+1
ak Gk	
_	 `^jk a5 Fkj +	
N+1 ^jP 5kj (P) Tkj (P)j=1	 p=
M+1 	 M+1
+ j=N+1 Jj akj Fkj + N «kj (P) kj (P)	 (27)
When Ak
 is in the diffuse plus specular set
_	 I N^	 M+1
ak Gk _ ak 
/;j>1 jP Fkj + p N+1 ^jp kj(P)-
M+1
+ N i ^j ^kj	 , N+1 s k < M+1	 (28)
The psuedo-radiosities, y kj , and radiosities, Jk
 , must be found for use
in equations 27, 28, and 26 in order to obtain an expression for _..^ ij . The
solution is found most easily by writing a matrix equation for equations 7 and
8:
R
I
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6kj	 kj	 'kj	 ekj E 
pw	 p^
(29)
k 	 k'	 k'	 ek' Ek'
Transfer	 Response
	 Excitation
Matrix	 Vector	 Vector
The caret over each of the elements in equation 29 denotes a matrix; the
plain indices k, j, p, w refer to nodal surfaces in the directional/bi-direc-
tional set, e.g.
k
j	 = 1, 2, ..., N
p
w
The primed indices k', p' refer to surfaces in the diffuse-plus-specular set
or black space,
k'
,^' = N+1, N+2, ..., M, M+1
p
The column matrices comprising the response and excitation vectors are shown
below:
11'2
1	 i
JN+1
.	 J	 I
,M+1	 N+2	 i
;tki _	 Jk' 	 (29a)
J
JM+1
	
order
1 X (M+1-N)
YN,1
'N,M+1	 order
1 X N(M+1)
i
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6il,I El
E 1,2 El
I	 ,i
ekk =^ e l,M+l El
I
eN,l EN
eN,M+l EN 	order1 X N(M+1)
e^ E  _
eN+l HN+1
eN+2 EN+2
(29b)
eM+l EM+1
	
order
1 X (M+1-N)
It
The elements of the D's are too cumbersome to expand, but are easily in-
ferred from equations 7 and 8. That is.'Dk;; is a matrix of order N(M+1) X
N(M+1) and its elements are the coefficien?s of 9 's in equation 7. N is
a matrix of order N(M+1) X (M+1-N) whose elements are coefficients of 	 ^
J's in equation 7. k, is of order (M+1-N) X N(MH) which contains the co-
efficients of	 's inpwequation 8. Finally, k, is of order (M+1-N) X
(M+1-N) and contains coefficients of J's in egRation 8.
The solution of equation 29 may be expressed as
9kj	 Okj	 kj	 Ekj E 
	pw 	 p'
(30)
n	 ^ ^Jk ,	 ski	 Ski	 ekI Eke
	
pw	 p^
Resolvant
Matrix
The resolvant is the inverse of the transfer matrix and the terminology used
here is intended to recall the integral equation origin for radiant transport.
The matrices comprising the resolvant are expanded below where it is assumed
that each element is known.
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0 1,1 01,1 ...	 01,1
N+1 N+2 M+1
0 1,2 01,2 ...	 01,2
N+1 N+2 M+1
ON,M+1 ON,M+1 ...
	
ON,M+1
N+1 N+2 M+1
0kj
n'r
(31b)
order
f(M+1) X (M+1-N)
ON+1 " ' 0N+1
	 ... 0N+1
Ok'
pw
2,1 2,M+1 N,M+1
ON+2 " '	 ON+2 ...
	
0N+2
2,1 2,M+1 N,M+1
014+1 014+1 ...	 0M+1
2,1 2,M+1 N,M+1
(31c)
order
(M+1-N) X N(M+l)
0N+1 " '	 0N+1
1,1 1,M+1
0N+2 ...	 0N+2
1,1 1,M+1
OM+l
...	
0M+1
1,1 1,M+1
N+1 M+-2 M+1
0N+2 0N+2 " '	 0N+2
N+1 N+2 M+1
0M+1 014+1 ...	 014+1
N+1 N+2 M+1
O -k'
p 
(31d)
1
>rder
;M+1-N) X (M+1-N)
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6
01-N
kj
pw
0 1,1	 ... 0 1,1 01,1
	 ... 5 1,1	 ... 01,1
1,1 1,M+1 2,1 2,M+1 N,M+l
0 1,2
	 ... 0 1,2 01,2	 ... 0 1,2	 ... 01,2
1,1 1,M+1 2,1 2,M+1 N,M+1
ON,M+1 " ' ON,M+1 ON,M+1	 ... 6N,M+1	 ... ON,M+1
1,1 1,M+1 2,1 2,M+1 N,M+1
(31a)
order
N(M+1) X N(M+1)
0N+1
	
ON+l ... 01+1
The matrices Opi and $k',  may be cast in terms of sub-matrices: Let
t^	 w
1,1	 1,1	 " ' 1,1
1	 2	 N
1,2	 1,2	 ... 1,2
1	 2	 N
Okj	 (32)
Pw
N,M+1 N,M+1	 N,M+1
1	 2	 N
	
order N (M+1) X N
i
where the ( "b j )'s are raw matrices
P'
k,j	 f k,j Ok,j ... Ok,j Ok,j	 l order 1 X (M+1)
p	 l P , l	 P ,2	 P 'M	 P^M+ 1 J
Similarly
bN+l N+1 " ' bN+l
1	 2	 M+1
bN+2 
b	 bN+2 " ' N+2
1	 2	 M+1
O 	 =k'
Pw
lo 
bM+l bM+l " ' bM+l
1	 2	 M+1	 order (M+1-N) X (M+1)
where k'
	
O 	 Ok'	 .. ' Ok'	 order 1 X (M+1)
p	 1,1	 1,2
	
1,M+1
Next, form column matrices of the directional emissivities so that
Ck,l
4k,2
Ek =
I ek,M+l I order (MH) X 1
and take the product of ( k ) ( k
p	 )^j
(33)
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8 1,1 81,1	 ... 81,1 :	 8 1,1	 ... 81,1 1
1 2 N ;	 N+1 M+1
8 1,2 81,2
	 ... 81,2 81,2
	 ... 81,2
1 2 N N+1 M+1
8 1,M+1 8 1,M+1	 ... 81,M+1 ;	 8 1,M+1	 ... 81,M+1
1 2 N ;	 N+1 M+1
6N,M+1 8N,M+1	 ... 8N, M+1 6N,M+1
	
... 6N,M+1
--1------- ?---------------N----- 1--^1-------------M+1---
8N+1 8N+1	 ... 8N+1 ;	 8N+1
	 " ' 8N+1
1 2 N N+1 M+1
8M+1 8M+1
	 ... 8M+1 ;	 8M+1	 ... 8M+1
1 2 N ;	 N+1 M+1
order
N(M+1) + (M+1-N) X (M+1)
6
_	 _	 M+1 _
e
k^ j
	( k,j )	 ( ek ) _	 kw k,	 (37)
P	 P	 w=1	 p,^
The product ( k ' ) 	( ek ) is
P
	
_	 ^_	 M+l
kl _ ( k' )	 ( e 	 ) _ E epw ski
	
(38)
	
P	 P	
1	
PW
For the sake of uniformity define 1 X 1 matrices
kj = ep , skj	 (39a)
	
P^	 P
	
8k',
	 C p
 
ski	 (39b)
	P	 P
9i'l
91,2
)1,M+1
9N,14+1
JN+1
JM+1
order
N(M+1) X 1
E1
E2
E	 (40)
N
EN+1
EM+1
o°:-der
(M+1) X 1
2-13
tA
ol
The matrix of T  is shown partitioned in the manner of equation 29. For con-
venience, the matrix of '-8' will be referred to as the modified resolvant
matrix by way of relating it to the solution of an integral equation.
From equation 40 the psuedo-radiosities and radiosities may be written as
M+1
	
1 Sk 
	k
i
-	 k E ,(41a)
 P=1	 p j	 P	 1 S j 5 M+1
M+1
Jk	E k, Ep	N+1 S k S M
	
(41b)
P=1	 P
These emergent fluxes are shown in terms of "influence coefficients" (the g's)
and black body emissive power ( the E's).
Equation 41 may be used in equations 27 and 28 to obtain the absorbed
flux. After exchanging the k and j subscripts and re-arranging the order of
summation find
	
M+1	 N	 M+1
ak Gk 	 al 	_^	 `s i Fkkik r
'V+L 5kj(w) fkj(w) jW(bi-	 P	
P j	
L	 r	 (42)
direct)
1SkSN	 M+1
	
_	 M+1
+ j	 - ak i Fkj + w=N+1 akj () Tkj (W)	 8P
ak Gk ak
=	 E	 Fkj J'k + L	 ^kj(w) jw
(diff +
	
pS	 pl	 j l	 p	 w=N+1	 p
spec)	 (43)
(N+1)<k<M+l
	 M
n
+ j=N+1 ^kj ap
These expressions may be used with the usual thermodynamic arguments to obtain
expressions for the radiant interchange factors A
P
A  directional/bi-directional
N_	 M	 _
^kP
[3kj
 
Fkj jk + w1 akj( w) ^kj ( w) jwJ-1
	p	 P
(44)
+ j [3kj Fkj + L—' akj(w) ^kj(w)j N+1 p	 w-N+1
2-14
mm
	 _ I
 M
Tk I (w) jw 
J
+ N 1 ^kj j (45)
6
A  diffuse + specular:
-^kp = ak =
	 Fkj j k +
j =1 C	 p	 w=N+1
It may be observed that all of the (6)'s appear in the (p)th column of the modi-
fied resolvent matrix of equation 40.
Equations 44 and 45 represent the solution for radiant interchange factors
in a mixed enclosure expressed in terms of matrix elements. These equations
reduce to the conventional expressions of equations 23 or 24 when there are not
directional/bi-directional surfaces in the enclosure.
Solar Interchange Factors
The derivation of radiant interchange factors for solar energy is very
similar to the development preceding equations 44 and 45. The analysis re-
quires solving for psuedo-radiosities and radiosities when 1) the surface pro-
perties of interest are r*, of*, p* the solar waveband responses and 2) the
excitation at a surface is due to an external collimated input. The governing
equation may be written in matrix form analogousto equation 29:
kj kj Rj (	 rskjCs,k
it	 pw p'
=	 S	 (46)
D
D
k' Ok
^^'k'
k^
p^,
pw
where S is the solar constant, the C s k are solar incidence factors (Refer-
_	 ,
ence 2), rskj is the solar bi-directional reflectance of surface A k for radi-
ant energy arriving from the direction of the solar disc and re-directed to-
ward Aj , and O*d is the diffuse component of solar reflectance at A k , So
long as the solar direction is assumed fixed relative to the enclosure, 
*skj
depends on the relative locations of A  and A  in the same manner as Ekj
implied in equation 29. Similarly the product (SC s,k ) represents the external
excitation analogous to the temperature which is tacit in Ek.
It is possible to use the form of equation 40 to express a solution for
4 *kj and J*k merely by modifying the excitation vector and the ^a matrices.
That is in equation 40, replace the column vector
rE l , E 2 ,	 ... EN ;	 EN+1'	 ... EM
L	 2-15
swith the column vector
S
	 [ C s,l '	 C s,2 , 	...
^
C s,N	 Cs,N+l' " '	 Cs,N+2,
T
Also,	 forma column matrix of bi-directional reflectances
skj =1Y* ' Y*Ysk,2 T'	 " '	 ^skMI (47)
and take the products analogous to equations 37 - 39b, including
_
= ( kj )
0^%
( sk
M
1 s P s N (48)kj )	 rskw 0p
w=1	
j
w
_
k' _ ( k' ) ( rsk
M
)
	 F*	 0*
 
k' 1 sps N' (49)
w-1
P P Pfw
kg = Pa 	^kj N+l s P^ 
!;M (50a)
P I PI
= p*pd	
0p.
N+1 5 p' s M (50b)
The psuedo-radiosities and radiosities follow from equations 40 and 46 -
50b as
g*
M
s S	 C
_
6*
1 5 k s N
f (51a)
kj
p-1
sp	
pj 1 s j s M
Jk
M
- S	
Cs, k
N+1 s k s M (51b)
P=1 F	 P
The net heat flux in the solar waveband is the absorbed incident flux be-
cause structural surfaces do not emit appreciable energy in short wavelengths:
gk,net ak Gk	
(52)
Following the analogy from equations 27, 28, 42, and 43,
M	
^N
	
_	 M	
ln G = S1 Cs op j^ l a	 jkj Fkjk 
k	
{ w	 akj (w) fkj(w) jwJ
(1SksN)	 P	 P
M [.&k*	
M^
+-N+1
	
j Fk .j + w^+1 
k* j (w) tk j (w) 6*	 f (-`3)J
	 p
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6M	 N^	 1`'1	 *	 ^
^k Gk = ak S ^, C sp	 CFkj 8jk +	 ^kj(w) w
N+1sksM
p-1	 j=1	 p	 w N+1
M	 (54)
+ j^ N 1	 fkj 8P
The analogy is completed by defining the solar interchange factor, k , as
P
the coefficient of the external excitation at A
P
Ak , directional/bi-directional:
N	 ^	 M
kp	 [k*j  Fkj  jk +w= akj (w)tkj (w) 8pw
P
M
-1 
^	 M	 (55)
+	 8 j [3k j Fk j + = Q'k j (w) tj (w)j-N+1
	
	
w=N+1
P
A  , diffuse-plus-specular:
* --* N^	 * M^ *	 *	 M
^kp r 3k j-1 [Fkj 8jk + w--1^T+1 ^kj (w) 8 jw + j= fk j 8 P	 (56)
P	 P
With the use of equations (55) and (56), the net solar heat flux at a
surface A  may be expressed, succinctly, as
M
qk net - - S	 Cs	 k	 (57), net
	
P	 P
This form provides a physical interpretation for interchange factors which may
be used as a basis for their experimental measurement: viz. the interchange
factor J *  p (or kp) is the ratio of energy absorbed at A k to energy which
originates at Ap.
Practical Considerations
The matrix formulation for computing Jij and ij has a distinct advantage
over less explicit methods insofar as the property inputs (emittance, reflec-
tances, etc.) are separate and distinct from the geometrical inputs which lead
to shape factors ( Fij , Fij(k) , etc). T'ne advantage arises because the shape
factors may be obtained by Eny means acceptable to a thermal designer; that is,
from classical closed form expressions, computer programs zzuch as CONFAC, or
2-17
6by experimental techniques. When these factors have been stored in a digital
computer catalog, the thermal designer is free to change surface properties at
his convenience or to re-locate a few surfaces and change the shape factors
for that surface accordingly; these changes of input do not require running a
complete computer program from start to end for the sake of a sin,;le geometry
change. In this regard, a computer program based on the matrix algorithm pre-
sented in the preceding sections is believed to be practical. However, the
analysis leading to equations 44, 45, 55, and 56 serves as a point of depar-
ture to the problem of computing interchange factors. A great number of sub-
problems must be resolved, and the solutions implemented before a thermal de-
signer can input surface properties and co-ordinates and obtain as an output
the _►ij interchange factors between pairs of surfaces. Some of the practical
considerations which have received attention are discussed below.
Algorithm for Bi-directional Reflectance
The fundamental relationship defining area mean bi-directional reflec-
tance is given as a multiple integral in Reference 5.
nAw Fwk Fkj r jkl - If f Ak f I f  K
wk Kkj dAw dAk , dAj dAk
	
Ak Aj	 Ak, A 
where f  = rk/n , bi-directional distribution function
cos 8a cos 0 
	
Kab —	 2	 shape factor kernal
rab
k' _ Oummy variable fer k
f	 (58)
Eq% l ation 58 may be cast in a form suitable for digital computation by recog-
nizing that
K,
WK
TT dAw - FdAk-dA
w
and by subdiving each nodal area (e.g. A j ) into a number of elemental areas
(AAj^)
A =
M	
Mk
 ^
A ,	 , 	 0 „ etc.
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sThe quadruple integral of equation 58 may be approximated by a quadruple summa-
tion as
_ M I Mk	 k	 M
w	 j
r jkw Fkj	 '	 N	 I	 , I	 rj l k ^^^^1 Fk' : j :	 Ake	 ^^a'k'	 Ata'
	V=1
^ 
k =l	 k =l	 j=1
	
A	
,(59)
k j Aw Fwk
The element-to-element shape factors, Fw'k' , and the node-to-node factors,
Fwk , may be computed by CONFAC. The local or triple element bi-directional
reflectance r j'k„w , must be stored as input data. If the source surface A.
appears as an image in a surface AF , then the bi-directional reflectance may
be computed as ( rj(p)kw kjF (p) ) by subdividing the image
_	 MJ(P)
A  (P) - -/,.
	
AA  , (P)
.J (P)=1
However, an approximation which would be suitable for many hardware design
situations would be to let
rj(P)kw - rpkw
In the discussion which follows, the local bi-directional reflectance
will be designated without primed subscripts, r jkw , for clerical convenience.
This section describes the geometrical computations which are required to
select a stored value of r jkw and a procedure for simplifying the selection.
It will be necessary to store bi-directional reflectance data for a
variety of surface finishes. The magnitude of r jkw depends on the direction
of incident radiation and the direction of emergent radiation.
The sketch shows the subdivision AA 
ordinate system. Energy arrives from AA.
J
reflected toward AA along the (unit) dir
w
may be found by computing 	 and
 "^kw 
centered in an arbitrary local co-
along a (unit) direction 
-Zjk and is
action :^ kw. The magnitude of rj
Jkw
the surface normal vector nk.
Z -19
2-A,,,r
b	 AA L
i
Requirements:
j Locations of centroids of AA j , pAk , LA  in reference co-ord system; i.e.,
AA  centroid at (x i , yj , z j ) , AAk centroid at ( xk' yk ,
 
z k ) , etc.
2) Equations of planes (or solids) containing AAj , QAk, AA  in reference co-
ord system; e.g., AA  lies in plane with equation u j (x,y,z) = a j x + b j y +
c j z + di , pAk lies in plane with equation u k (x,y,z) = a k x + bky + ckz + dk.
Direction cosines and normal vectors:
The unit direction vectors
Rjk and C) are given in terms of their direction
cosines
njk = iAjk + jBjk + VCjk	 i, j, 1'c = unit vectors
p	
A, B, C, = direction cosines
nkw - 'Akw + JBkw + ^Ckw
	
_ Xk x ^	 _ yk yi	 _ zkz 
Ajk	 Rjk	 Bjk
	
Rjk	 Cjk	 Rjk
Rjk = + Oxk - xj ) 2
 + (yk - yj ) 2 + (zk - zj)2
A	
xw - x 	
B	
yw
R 
yk ; etc.
A w	 Rkw	 kw	 kw
The unit normal vector r. is found as
yuk
n  = Ivuki = Inkx jnky + Vnkz
I
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ia 
	 b 	 c 
nkx	 I
puk	
nky	
Ipuk	
nkz	
Ipuk
Ipukl = + '^,ak +
bk2 + ck2
Assumption: The bi-directional reflectance r jkw is symmetrical with respect
to a plane containing the incoming direction Qjk and the normal vector nk (i.e.
azimuthal symmetry). This assumption eliminates the need of referring to the
local co-ordinate system of Ak ( xk -, yk-, zk- ) co-ordinates and simplifies
storage, as well.
Procedure: rL 1. Compute the incident
angle cosine and the
emergent angle cosine.
e.g.
cos A jk	 -^jk nk
cos 9
kw = +Ok • ni	 w	 k
2.	 Compute the cosine of
a A \
q^
the angle Ajkw between
the incident direction
and the emergent direc-
tion:
cos 9
jkw
	 _Qjk * s'kw
3.	 Storage of r jkw should be made so that a given value of 9 j (or cosine 0jk)
is associated with a variety of
0kw:
a
f
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r6
i.e. [cos
Akw]l 1
[cos
Akw]
2
(cos 8 jk]
,j 1
[Cos
Akw
IN'
[cos 8kw]l 1
[cos
Akw]
LL 2
rcos A jk]LL	 J N' .
(cos 8
kw,L N'
etc.
4. Storage of rjkw should be made so that a given value of 
ekw (or cos 9kw)
is associated with a variety of Ajkw
i.e.
[Cos Ajkw]
 1
[Cos 8 jkw]
2
[Cos  8jkw]
N'
icos Akw]
L	 1
etc.
A graphical representation of r jkw storage is indicated below.
\ ^_
1^^
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6Directional Emittance and Reflectance: Data Storage, etc.
The algorithm for mean directional emittance is
Mk Mw
— , Cl o w' Fk ^ w ^ AAk'
k' =1 w'=1
ekw	 — —	 '
Ak Fkw
where
	
Mk	 M
w_	 _
Ak = L ^ Ak , A
w
 = 1	 AA	 ,
k=1
	 w 1
	
w
and ek'w' represents local directional emittance from AA  to AAw . Ordinarily,
the physical property measured in a laboratory is a directional reflectance.
For example, an integrating sphere measures directional-hemispherical reflec-
tance 
0j,k of a specimen AA  and directional absorptance is found as
aj,k = 1 - 0j,k
Alternately, a heated hohlraum is used to measure hemispherical-directional
reflectance, p k,w , of a specimen and directional emittance is found as
ek,w = 1 - Ok,w
Bevans and Edwards (Reference 5) observe that when the measurements are mono-
chromatic, Kirchoff's Law yields
Cej,k M = eJ,k W
whereby
nj,k (X) = p l ow (A)
That is, directional-hemispherical reflectance is identical to hemispherical-
directional reflectance when the directions are identical.
In the present study it will be assumed that a complementary relation-
ship exists between directional emittance and directional reflectance:
Tk,w(k) = 1 - 7Jk,w (k) = 1 - 7w,k (k)	 (61)
The nomenclature Xk,w(k) is intended to denote that X is a mean directional
property of the surface Ak
 for direction from Ak
 toward A w ; Xw k (k) is a mean
directional property of Ak from A
w 
to Ak.
(60)
t
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iDuring semi-gray (solar/thermal) analysis a comparable expression will
be used between absorptance and reflectance:
aW k (k) = 1 w 	= 1	 k ,w (k)
	
(62)
The use of equations 61 and 62 will eliminate one computation of mean direc-
tional properties.
Insofar as local reflectance represents a measured quantity, it will be
used to obtain mean reflectance which, in turn, will be used to find emittance.
T1% algorithm for pkw(k) follows from equations 60 and 61:
Mk Mw
pk'w' Fk'w' AAki
p(k) = k'=1 w=-., 1	 _	 (63)
k,w
Fkw
The local directional reflectance in the summation, p k'w' , may be obtained
from stored data Ak . It may be provided as a direct input from measurements
or it may be computed from bi-directional reflectance data. In the latter
case, the bi-directional data should be pre-processed so that directional
reflectance is available directly (in storage) rather than computed each time
it is needed.	 .
^_ 41 P*-, = 1040 r+_; 0
aAh/
\ v
	
A^A
The local directional reflectance must be stored with directional arguments
(say, polar angle 8 and azimuth angle 0) because A  represents an arbitrary
surface in the half space above Ak . It will be necessary to compute the angles
A, 0 (or direction cosines) from geometrical location data for A  and A w . If
the surface A  is free of striations then the directional reflectance will
have azimuthal symmetry and the polar angle 8 or its direction cosine will be
sufficient to identify the magnitude of Ok,w
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ri
Radiant Exchange Between a Surface and Space
The following discussion refers to the arbitrary set of nodal surfaces A1,
A2 , ..., AM
 shown in Figure 1. Algorithms developed previously may be used to
compute a radiant exchange factor, Jkj , betweer. a surface A  and a second sur-
race Aj when all of the surface locations are known explicitly. However, when
black space at absolute zero must be taken into account in heat balance equa-
tions, it is necessary to have the exchange factor A, space in addition to all
of the ..^kj . If there is only one "window"-to space, it is a simple matter to
extend the previous algorithms to compute A, space' but when there are several
disconnected windows to space, the computation of elements in the transfer
matrix becomes tedious.
The same index sequence used previously will identify surfaces in the
directional/bi-directional set or the diffuse-plus-specular set. Black space
will be identified with the index number M+1. All of the following surface-to-
surface parameters are assumed known:
Fj : k	 fj,k ' ^j(p),k when j = M+1, k # M+1
a jd	 P j^` when j # M+1 (P M+1 = PM+l = PM+l ° 0)
r,
J,k,w , 
rj(P) kw , when j # M+l, k # M+1, w # M+1, 
If a surface Ak is in the set 1 S k s N it will have a psuedo-radiosity
AL . A space,
K M+l	 sk,M+l
^N '
E 	
+
i	 ( r j,k,M+l Fkj
Q	
M+1
& + } rj(P),k,M+A, j (P) ujp 1	 ► P)j
M+1 M+1
+ F
 Fkj + ) rj(P),k,M+l 1k , j ( p ))	 Jj	 (64)j=N+1 p=N+1
If t  is in N+1 < k < M , the radiosity will be
d	 ^M-+l Q
	
M+1
Jk - ek Ek + Ck	 L ( j^k Fkj +	 1 YJ P ^kj (P)^ + =N Jj ^kj ' (65)j	 P	 9
For generality the summation over diff + spec surfaces includes space, AM+l,
but it should be observed that
JM+l = 0	 black and absolute zero]
^i,k(M+1)	 0 black1JJ
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These terms are included to make the transfer matrix complete in the sense that
all of the energy has been taken into account. (In the case of a solar input,
it is usual to neglect the energy lost to Space.)
Inclusion of Aspace has no influence on the diff + spec surfaces, but it
complicates the computation of transfer matrix elements of the bi-directional
surfaces as well as the element of excitation matrix. The excitation matrix
requires the directional emittance, ek,M+l which would ordinarily tie computed
from the algorithm
Mk Mw
	
p^^
Aek,w k 1 `w1 ek' 
^ w' Fk^w^
_ _	 (60)
A
k Fkw
(i.e. Ak and A  are subdivided into elemental areas)
If space appears in several different locations, it would be necessary to
assign areas to each location (say, AM+1 , AM+1 , ...) and then compute shape
factors to each area (Fk,M+l ' F11	 ...) before equation 60 could be used.
This complication is not required in diffuse enclosure analysis where the
shape factor space is found as
	 M
Fk,M+l = 1 - L Fk,j
	
(66)
j=1
or diffuse + specular systems where
^k,M+l = 1 - M
	 ^kj	
(67)
j=1
Alternate algorithms for Ek,M+l and Yj,k,M+l are developed below. The
directional emittance is examined first as being the simpler problem. The pro-
cedure starts by relating directional and hemispherical emittance:
-'
Hemispherical emittance, a (s) = 1	 e 	 ) cos 9 dw,	 (68)h	 n (2n)ee	 e
where e(s,_Cje ) is the directional emittance at a i.)cation s, in a direction 1e.
The nomenclature of equation 68 can be made more specific by assuming a number
of surfaces A  which subtend solid angle ,j i at location s = sk:
M+1 i1 j = 21r ster	 (69)
j=1
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6Equation 68 may be written as
M+1
eh (sk) = n 
_^ 	 J e(sk ,(^k3 ) Cos Akj dw	 (70)j 1	 nj
_	
r( ekj d Fkj	 (71)
J=1 A
j
If a mean value of hemispherical emittance is required for A  we find
1 M+1
Ek = A ^ J J Ekj d Fkj dAk	(72)1c j-1 Ak 
A 
The integrals of equations may be approximated by summations to obtain the
mean directional emittance expression of equation 60
M+1
Ek= j^l 
Ekj Fkj	 (73)
where the double bar is used to denote a mean value of hemispherical emittance.
Presumably, the hemispherical emittance is a known quantity (stored as an
input) together with the mean directional emissivities to all re-s1 surfaces
(computed from equation 60). With this stipulation, equation 73 may be re-
arranged to find
M
Ck,M+l Fk,M+l - Ek 
j 1 
Ekj Fkj
or	 M
ek 
- 
i^1 
¢kj Fkj
ek M+l
	
M	 (74)
1 -	 F
j=1 k
j
with the aid of equation 66.
The development of an algorithm for 
rj,k,M+l proceeds from definitions of
directional and hemispherical reflectances given in Reference 5. The local
bi-directional reflectance of an element dAk at sk is r(sk,
	 e) and is
assumed known. The local directional-hemispherical reflectance is defined as
D j k (sk"- k) = n	 r(sk'fl.k'ne) cos Ae dw	 (75)^,	 j	 (2rr)e
i
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where the incident direction is 61 = njk and dA j represents an arbitrary loca-
tion in the enclosure. In the manner of equation 69, the emergent directions
may be identified with surfaces A  such that
M+l
T nw = (2n)e
W-1
Equation 75 may be expressed as
1 M+1
p j,k = n	 r(sk'Cljk'Clkw) coa Ae dW
W-1
nw
M±1
w^
f
A 
rjkw dFkw
=1 
w
The local hemispherical reflectance is defined as
- 1 M+1
cos A dw
Ok - n j-1	 pj,k	 i
nj
M+1
where F, Qj = (2n) i. This may be expressed as
j=i
I1Pk =
	
1	 pj,k dFkj
Aj
M+1 M+1
[s F"l J J rjkw dFkw dFkj
	
j l	 Aj Aw
Both p j,k and Pk represent local values at a differential area dAk. If dAk
lies in a nodal area Ak , presumably the hemispherical reflectance is uniform
over the surface; however, p j,k may vary if dA j remains fixed and dAk varies
its location in Ak.
Bevans and Edwards define a mean directional reflectance of the entire
surface Ak for radiant energy arriving from A
i
 and re-directed to Aw as
l (8G)rr jtcw = A2 Fkw Fk	 J J J r 
jkw dFk j dAk dF kw d	 ,
k	 j [fA
k 
Aw 
Alc 
A j
(76)
(77)
(78)
(79)
t
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1where the integrand is the local bi-directional reflectance. The mean direc-
tional hemispherical reflectance is defined here by analogy to equation 76 as
M+1
p k
	
rjkw Fkw
	
(81)
j	 w=1
and the hemispherical emittance may be defined by analogy to (78) and (79) as
M+1	 _
p k	 pjk Fkj	 (82)
j=i
M+1 M+1	 _
7j _kw F wk F
kj	 (83)
^1 w=1
If pjk is a known quantity, equation 81 may be re-arranged to find
1
M+1
=	 ^^++
rJ,k ' M+l	 Fk,M+l	 (pj,k 
_ 
`Ll rjkw Fkw
_	 M+1 _
p j,k E1 rjkw Fkw
_	
M+1
	
(84)
1 - E Fkw
W=1
The similarity of equations (74) and (84) is apparent.
General Form of the Transfer Matrix
Consider an enclosure of Figure 1 containing surfaces which have been
assigned identification numbers such that the first N are directional/bi-
directional and the rest, N-M, are diffuse-plus-specular. The size of the
transfer matrix will be NM + M-N (or N(M+1) + (M+1) - N if black space is
assumed to be a "special" surface). Each of the first MN columns or rows
will be identified by a pair of index numbers. The first number will identify
a bi-directional surface and the second will identify any surface in the en-
closure, including the particular bi-directional surface identified by the
first number. Thus a "doubly subscripted" column (row) can have any of N
numbers for its first index and any of M numbers for its second index; hence
there are NM "doubly subscripted" columns. The remaining columns are iden-
tified by single numbers, each of which represents one of the M-N specular/
diffuse surfaces.
ti
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6The array shown in Table I gives the form of a transfer matrix term for
all possible combinations of the surfaces which are associated with it. The
nomenclature for this array is given below:
Dxy - some term in the transfer matrix. The row number, X, has a surface or
pair of surfaces associated with it. Likewise, for the column number,
Y.
i	 - the first or only specular-dif fuse surface associated with Dxy.
j	 - the second specular-dif fuse surface associated with Dxy, if there are
two.
k	 - the first or only hi-directional surface associated with Dxy.
m	 - the second bi-directional surface associate:1 with Dxy, if them are
more than one.
n	 - the third bi-directional surface associated with Dxy, if there are
more than two.
p	 - the fourth bi-directional surface associated with Dxy, if there are
four.
Note that when bi-directional surfaces are present, there are a great
variety of expressions for Dx,y. If the enclosure consists of only specular-
diffuse surfaces, however, then all terms are either of the form "i,i" or
11 i j
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i ki kk km
i 1 - p i d See (a)	 below
-rkki Fkk 0
ki -o . d	F.	 +	 ',i	 ik	 ^ik(i)I 1-rk(i)ki kk(i) -rk(i)kk	 ^m kk(i) -rk(i)km Tkk(i)
kk 0
-rkki Floc 1-rkkk Fkk -rkkm Fkk
km 0 0 0 1
j d-o 
i	 ^ij
See (b) below
k.l
d_ 
of	 ik(j)
-rk(i)kj Tkk(?) * :r
mi. * Tm(i)ki Tkm(i) -rm(i)kk km(i- ) -rm(i)km km(i)
mk *
-rmki
	 km -rmkk Fkm -rmkm Fkm
mj ^^ _rm(i)kj km(i) Jr
n
 * "
-r n(i)kmkn(i)
nk iV *
-rnkm Fkn
r
C
E
0
3
-c
a
cc
C
V.
a
a
C;
a
u
cc
w
V,
r
6
TABLE I
FORM OF TRANSFER MATRIX ELEMENTS, Dxy
Surface(s) Associated with Row X
a)	 D	 =(	 x; r i ki Fki +	 r.i(1)ki	 ki(1)^ where 1 is the index of a
specular surface.
(b)	 Dxy	 r= -
	 r ikj Fki
m
+	 ri(1)kj 1"ki(ld where 1 is the index of a1 specular surface.
- Not Applicable (inconsistent notation)
Note:	 D	 = 0 for the following surface combinations
xy
ki,mm	 km,mn
ki,mn	 km, mm
kk,mm	 km,nn
km,mn	 km,np
km, mm	 km,kn
N
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62.2 COMPUTER PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT
The following sections describe the status and definition of the major
computational blocks which will comprise the Radiation Interchange Factors
Program. Current efforts are being devoted to developing the diffuse compo-
nent of the overall program. This component will serve as the basic building
block for the total program. Subroutine coding has been initiated and is
discussed below in detail. An outline of the overall program is also pre-
sented. The diffuse component of this program is defined and discussed in
detail.
General Program Description
The subroutine to compute radiation interchange factors for fully diffuse,
semi-gray systems is under development. This subrcutine will be expanded and
modified to accommodate specular-diffuse and bi-directional surfaces, even-
tually evolving into the complete Interchange Factors Program.
A general definition of the complete program is presented in Figure 2.2-1.
Flow diagrams illustrating the computation of local and nodal bi-directional
reflectance and the computation of	 appear in Figures 2.2-2 and 2.2-3,
respectively. Nine classes of transfer matrix elements exist for systems con-
taining diffuse, specular-diffuse, and bi-directional surfaces. Figure 2.2-4
categorizes these classes and shows the appropriate matrix element for each
member.
General Program Implementation
In the implementation of the general program, there were two prime areas
of concentration during the first quarter; modification of CONFAC-2 and
development of several utility subroutines. CONFAC must be tailored into a
module of subroutines whose sole purpose is to find form factors between sur-
faces which have been processed and stored elesewhere in the Interchange
Factors Program. The subroutines which were worked on involve 1) co-ordinate
transformation, 2) generation of vertex co-ordinates for polygons, cones,
and polyhedra, 3) nodalization of plane quadrilaterals and surfaces of revo-
lution, and 4) determination of the image of a surface as seen in a reflector.
Adaptation of CONFAC-2
CONFAC-2 is a self-contained computer program which receives surface data
and form factor requests by means of input cards. The Tnterchange Factors
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1
IMAGE GENERATOR I
AND
LOCATION$
(FIG. 2.2-1)
EQUATIONS FOR PLANES -
U  (x, Y, z) - alx+blY+clz
Uk (x, Y, :) -akx+bky +ck:
U. (x, Y, z) - awx + bwy + cwa
'Ikx = QW/ Uk I
VU Ik	 (k	 bka 2+ 2 +c k 2) 1/2
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0Program (IFP) will use CONFAC as a computational module which is called in when-
ever form factors are to be found. Accordingly, CONFAC is being modified so
as to interface efficiently with the rest of the program.
The modification of CONFAC primarily affects the main program and subrou-
tine DATA. The main program becomes the controlling subroutine of the new
module. All surface and factor request information is communicated to it via
a labeled COMMON in CONFAC-2 and include:
1. surface names
2. surface class numbers
3. vertex co-ordinates
4. orientation vectors
5. silhouette connections data
6. multisurface component names
7. counters, pointers, etc.
Whereas the CONFAC ­ 2 main program reads input cards, directs the computa-
tion of form factors, and prints output, the main subroutine of the IFP CONFAC
module will, upon each call to it, direct the computation of a single form
factor. The calling program will deliver all required data and receive the
answer through the COMMON block just described. Since all surface data input
is processed by other portions of IFP, subroutine DATA will not be included in
the CONFAC module.
To date, all portions of CONFAC not required for use in IFP have been re-
moved, with the exception of error messages. They are being retained for
checkout purposes but will eventually be replaced by error flags. Additionally,
some diagnostic printout has been added; but this too is temporary. The re-
	 i
maining effort consists primarily of establishment of the overlay structure
and actual checkout of the module. A secondary task is to reduce the surface
data storage capacity to the maximum required for a single factor request
(1 sphere, 7 non-spherical surfaces, 1 multi-surface). Whether or not this
task is undertaken will depend upon future tradeoffs among module size, com-
putation time, and programming effort.
Transformation Subroutines
Two surface transformation subroutines have been written and checked out.
The first creates a set of axes which are oriented about a given plane surface
N
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6in such a way that the origin is at one vertex, the x-axis lies along one
edge, and the z-axis is normal to the surface and points away from the active
side. It then calculates those constants which are necessary for transforming
co-ordinates between these axes and the reference axes from which the surface
is initially defined. The applications of this subroutine are nodalizing a
plane surface, finding the centroid of a plane surface for mean bi-directional
reflectance calculations, and finding the locations of the images of objects
as seen in some plane specular surface. The analysis involved in this sub-
routine is as follows:
The general equations for transforming co-ordinates from one set of axes to
another are:
X' =X cos al+Y cos a2+Zcos a3+A
Y' = X cos $1 + Y cos $2 + Z cos 8 3 + B
Z' X cos yl + Y cos y2 + Z cos Y3 + C
The cosines are called "direction cosines". Each is the cosine of the angle
between the axis associated with its coefficient and the axis associated with
the equation in which it appears. For example, $3 is the angle between the
original Z axis and the new Y axis.
The first step is to express the new unit vectors i', j', and k' in
in terms of the original unit vectors, i, j, and k.
V = X1 i + X2 j + X 3 k
it 
=Y 1 i + Y 2 j + Y 3 k
k' = Z 1 i + A 2 j + Z3k
The coefficients of i' may be found from the old co-ordinates of the two points
which are specified as lying on the new X axis. The coefficients of k' are
known because the new Z axis is to be normal to the surface and this direction
has already been calculated outside of the subroutine. The coefficients of j'
may then be found frvr, the fact that
j' = k' x _
The direction cosine for any pair of axes ib equal to the dot product of their
1
unit vectors. Thus
cos al = if • i = X1
cos a2 = it • j = X2
cos 013 = i' • k = X3
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iSimilarly
cos
81
= Y1 cos Yl = Z1
cos
02
= Y2 cos tit = Z2
cos
03
= Y 3 cos V3 = z3
The translation constants A, B C are found from the fact that the co-ordinates
of the new origin must be transformed to (0, 0, 0).
It is also desirable to transform co-ordinates from the new axes back to
the old. Accordingly, rewrite the equations as follows;
X = X' cos 9 1 + Y' cos 92 + Z' cos 93 + D
Y = X' cos bl + Y' cos b2 +L' cos 
a3 + E
Z = X' cos sl + Y' cos e 2 + " cos 
e3 + 
F
cos 91 = i • i' = X 
cos 92 = i • j' = Y1
cos 93 = i • k' = Z1
Similarly
cos bl = X 2	 cos el
cos g 2 = Y2	 cos 
e 2 =
cos b3 = z2	cos 
E3
The constants D, E, F are found from th
the old co-ordinates of the new origin.
X3
Y3
z3
e fact that (0, 0, 0) must transform to
The second transformation subroutine is used to move a surface from one
position in space to another. This subroutine is necessary because, as in
CONFAC-2, surfaces of revolution will be input as being located such that the
centerline is parallel to the Z axis; additional data will define the surface's
actual location. This subroutine is essentially the same as TFXRM in CONFAC-2.
Each transformation equation involves four unknown quantities, i.e. three
direction cosines and a translation constant. Hence if the old and new co-
ordinates of four points are known, the unknown terms may be found. Only
three points (not co-linear) need be given the subroutine. A fourth point
is chosen along a normal to the plane of the first three. For each axis a
set of four simultaneous equations are solved using Cramer's Rule, as in
1
CONFAC-2.
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iSince transformation data regarding surface relocation is input by the
user, two tests have been included in the surface relocation subroutine to
detect errors. If the three points which define the transformation are co-
linear, the calculations cannot be made. This error is detected as follows:
let A, B, C be the three points. Then
sin A = I AB x AC1
I AB I 1 AC 1
Of sin 0 < .0001, the points are co-linear and an error flag is set.
Another error the user could make is that of calculating one or more of
his nine new co-ordinates incorrectly. If he does this, the surface will be
distorted during transformation. This error is detected by testing to see
that the three old points and three new points form congruent triangles. If
any pair of corresponding sides are not within 5% of each other (an allowance
for sliderule inaccuracy), an error is indicated.
Co-ordinate Generator
The co-ordinate generator is currently being coded. This subroutine pro-
cesses the input data for surfaces of revolution and produces the co-ordinates
of the vertices of a polygon, polyhedron, or pyramid 'hat approximates the
curved surface. The technique is the same as that used in CONFAC-2. Polygons
simulate ellipses; polyhedra simulate surfaces of revolution which have
elliptical cross sections, and pyramids represent cones. This subroutine serves
two purposes. The surfaces used in the Interchange Factors Program will be
stored internally in a form most suitable for input to CONFAC. Accordingly,
class 3 and 6 surfaces will be converted to class 1 and 5 between input and
storage. This subroutine will perform that function. Secondly, it will some-
times be necessary to divide a cylinder or cone into a series of planes. Once
the vertices of a polyhedron or cone are determined, node definition becomes
simple.
The co-ordinate generating procedure is the same as that used in CONFAC.
For a planar disk, a polygon ins :abed in an ellipse is used. The ellipse axes
and the number of sides are specified by the user. The disk is specified as
being parallel to the X-Y plane with the active side looking in the +7 direc-
tion. The ellipse axes are mutually parallel to the co-ordinate axes (see
Figure 2.2-5).
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Figure 2.2-5 - Generation of a Polygon from an Ellipse
If the polygon has N sides, then each side will be constructed to subtend an
angle f about the center, where
N^
If the ellipse axis parallel to the X axis has a length 2A and the other axis
has a length 2B and the center is at (XC, YC, ZC), then the co-ordinates of
any point on the polygon are
X - A cos 9+XC	 r
Y - B cos 9+YC
Z - ZC
where 9 - 0 or an integral multiple of ^. Points are numbered counterclock-
wise beginning with the point on the +X axis (9 - 0).
The base of a cone is generated like a polygon but the first point is
numbered 2. The apex is point 1, and its co-ordinates are input by the user.
A polyhedron is defined by a set of elliptical cross sections all of
which have the same number of sides. Each ellipse is used to generate points
in the manner described above. Points are numbered sequentially in a vertical
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idirection at each value of 8. Connections data is generated for polyhedra.
This information tells which points are adjacent to each point and is necessary
for input to CONFAC. The co-ordinate generator also creates two extra poly-
gons for each surface of revolution. These correspond to the top and bottom
cross sections but their vertices are independently numbered. When the form
factor to the curved surface of a solid of revolution only is wanted, the sum
of the factors to each end must be subtracted from the factor to th, entire
silhouette. This requires regarding the bounding cross-sections as sergrate
surfaces. Separate consideration of the ends is also required when a solid
of revolution is to be broken up into a series of nodes.
The co-ordinate generator calculates the areas of the polygons and poly-
hedra it creates. The procedure used is the same as that in subroutine DATA
in CONFAC-2. Additionally, as the points for each surface are generated,
they are transformed to their actual position in space. The transformation
constants will have been calculated by the routine described earlier.
Surface Nodalization Subroutine
When the temperature distribution over a surface is important (as opposed
to a bulk temperature) that surface will be nodalized in heat transfer analyses.
Much work can be spared the user if the Interchange Factors Program can create
nodal surfaces for him. Another reason for subdividing surfaces is to find
form factors from surfaces of revolution. CONFAC can find form factors from
plane surfaces only. By breaking a cylindrical surface into planar nodes
and using configuration algebra, form factors from them to other surfaces can
be found.
The equations for the surface nodalizer have been worked out and coding
will begin shortly. Three types of surfaces can be handled: plane quadri-
laterals, cones, and surfaces of revolution. Each call to the subroutine pro-
duces the co-ordinates of the vertices of a particular node. The co-ordinates
of the surface are input to the subroutine. The calling program determines
the order in which nodes are extracted and their subsequent processing.
Quadrilaterals are nodalized as follows (Figure 2.2-6). A set of axes
	 t
are constructed such that point 1 of the surface is the origin, point 2 lies
on the X' axis and Z' is normal to the surface. Sides 1, 2 and 3, 4 are each
divided into N equal segments. Sides 2,3 and 4,' are each divided into M
equal segments. Thus a set of grid lines are established. The calling
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program requests a node via its row and column numbers (the node nearest the
origin is 1,1). The equations of the grid lines involved are determined and
their various interactions yield the co-ordinates of the vertices of the node.
These co-ordinates are then transformed back to the reference axes of the sys-
tem. A simpler procedure is used then the figure is a rectangle.
Figure 2.2-6 - Nodalization of a Quadrilateral
A cone is divided i,:tc a series of triangles, all of which share a common
apex. The bases of these triangles are the sides of the polygon which approxi-
mates the base of the cone.
From Figure 2.2-7 it is evident that the sequence numbers of the points
which form node I are 1, I+1, and I+2. As each node is created, it is trans-
formed to its actual position in accordance with the transformation data in-
put for the cone.
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Figure 2.2-7 - Nodalization of a Cone
X
Figure 2.2-8 - Nodalization of a Surface of Revolution
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A surface of revolution is shown: in Figure  2.2-8. If there are N sides
on each cross section and M cross sectinns there will be NM rectangular nodes
approximating the curved surface. They are numbered from 1 to NM according
to the ;pattern illustrated in Figure 2.2-8. The calling program requests a
node by giving the angle 6 to the more counter-o lockwise side and by giving
the number, measured from the base, of the ring on which `the node appears.
Fox example, if a node is specified by 9 and K and the sequence numbers of its
vertices are a, b, c, d (see Figure 2.2-9) then
a = @- M+K
b = a+l
c = b-M
d = c-1
2
i	 C	 .b
8,K a
d
X
Figure 2.2-9 - Typical Cylindrical Surface Node
I
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iImage Generator
An algorithm to generate mirror images of surfaces in planar, specular
surfaces has been developed. This image generator will be employed when
specular surfaces are contained in the enclosure of interest.
Each of the specular surfaces in the system will be treated according to
the logic flow diagram presented in Figure 2.2-10. Once a given planar mirror
is selected, the transformation subroutines will establish a new co-ordinate
system with the mirror located in the X-Y plane. The first boundary point of
the mirror will lie on the origin, and the second on the X axis, with the
unit normal vector directed in the +Z direction. Now the Z co-ordinates of
the boundary points defining each of the other surfaces are tested to deter-
mine their relative position with respect tc the mirror. Positive values of
Z indicate the boundary point is above the mirror, while negative values would
lie below the plane of the mirror. This test will specify whether each second
surface lies above, below or intersects the plane of the mirror. If a sur-
face lies below the mirror, no image exists and the next surface is selected.
If the second Surface is non-planar and lies above the plane of the
mirror, the image if found immediately by multiplying all Z co-ordinates by
-1. Planar second surfaces require the determination of the relative orien-
R
	
	 tation of its active side. A modified version of the CONFAC subroutine DOICU
will be used to establish viewability. The modification is based upon the
knowledge that the mirror "sees" the second surface, whereas the CONFAC sub-
routine must test both surfaces. Viewability between the mirror and second
surface can be established by the following procedure:
1) Determine the vector from the first boundary point of the second
surface to the first boundary point of the mirror:
AB = xi + yj + zk	 (1)
2) Obtain the cosine of the included angle by forming the dut product
of equation 1 and the unit normal vector from point 1
^ ^ H
(N = Ai + bj + ck) of the second surface:
IAB^ ^N f cos 8 = AB	 N = ax + by + cz
	 (2)
If cos 8 is positive the active side of the second surface "sees" the mirror,
a condition illustrated in Figure 2.2-11a. Negative values of cos 0 indicate
that either the plane of the second surface intersects the mirror. or it
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Figure 2.2-10. Image Generator i
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Figure 2. 2-11. Relaticn Between Active and Specular Surface
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6cannot see the mirror. Steps
	 nd 2 must then be repeated for each boundary
point of the mirror until a p ,itive cos 8 is obtained, or until all points
defining th, mirror have been utilized. The former condition is illustrated
in Figure 2.2-11b and the latter in Figure 2.2-11c.
Certain orientations of second surfaces may result in erroneous images
due to round-off errors and/or lack of significant figures. This possibility
is eliminated by means of the tolerance check shown in the flow diagram.
Figure 2.2-12 illustrates two possible conditions which requires a tolerance
check: the true surface orientation is depicted by the solid line, while
dashed lines indicate erroneous surfaces. Configuration (a) would provide a
positive cos A, and (b) a negative value. The tolerance check consists of
subtracting the tolerance from positive cos 8 values, adding it to negative
terms and re-examining the signs. A value of .0001 (which is the same used
by DOICU) is a nominal tolerance at this stage of development. Sample problems
will permit an assessment of its validity and required modifications will be
performed. After viewability between the two surfaces is established, the Z
co-ordinates of the second surface are multiplied by -1 to obtain the image.
If the mirror intercepts a second planar surface, the line of intercep-
tion is determined and the image is computed as shown in the flow diagram.
Generation of the image of an intersected non-planar surface is still being
investigated. The major analytical difficulty with this combination is the
definition of a general procedure to determine the points of intersection for
all of the varied non-planar geometries which are producible.
The problem of generating multiple images or images of images can be
done using the above described image generator. The surface of interest is an
image in which the determination of its image in a specular surface is obtained
by the scheme described above. The apparent problem areas appear to be two-
fold: 1) the method of subscripting, or the bookkeeping of multiple images
may be a difficult task, and 2) a large amount of machine time may be utilized
to test the various combinations in which images can be generated. Another
problem area is O e generation of images in a manner which is sometimes
referred to .i- the "barber shop" effect. Such an array of images is generated,
for instance, '.y two directly opposed parallel specular surfaces as in Figure
2.2-13. A practical solution to this problem may be to set a limit on the
number Lf multiple images of a particular surface which can be generated.
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Figure 2. 2-12. Tolerance Test Examples
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Figure 2. 2-13. Multiple Images
Z
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iProgram Constraint,
The effort so fjr has brought to light several constraints which will be
imposed upon the i:tput to the Interchange Factors Program. They are concerned
with the nodalization of surfaces. If a user wishes the program to subdivide
a plane surface, it must be a quadrilateral. If trapezoidal rather than
triangular nodes are required for a cone, ther a frustum (having a very small
top area ) must be input, as in Figure 2.2-8. The number of node layers will
be one less than the number of cross sections. Similarly, a cylinder may be
defined by only two cross sections; but if rectangular nodes instead of
vortical "slats" are desired, additional cross sections must be defined. The
top and bottom surfaces of solids of revolution will not be subdivided; each
is regarded as 1 node. If the user wishes any other type of surface division,
he may perform the nodalization himself and input each node as a unique sur-
face.
Diffuse Surface Subroutine Description
A general flow diagram illustrating the major operation blocks and their
sequencing has been completed and is
-
presented in Figure 2.2-14. The input
data requirements and options have been defined. Logic files to store the
data are outlined and the manipulations to prepare the data for the files
established. Methods to optimize the use of CONFtiC, and minimize the number
of computaticns and storage requirements are being investigated and are dis-
cussed below.
Diffuse Surface Subroutine Implementation
Input Block
The input block requires sufficient data for the computation of J , and
permits inputting known data to minimize program run times. Code names will
be used to identify the CONFAC classification of each surface. A summary of
these classifications, the required input data and limitations is presented
in Figure 2.2-15. User assigned surface numbers, which could correspond to
the nodal identification numbers in the thermal network, will uniquely
identify each surface.
r
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Figure 2. 2-14. General Flow Chart: Diffuse Surfaces
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WITH CONNECTIONS CONNECTIONS TO POINT<4
(NO. SIDES.nX
NO. SIDES PER CROSS SECTION; NO. OF (NO. X-SECTIONS)
6 GENERATED POLYGON OR POLYHEDRON CROSS SECTIONS; COORDINATES AND SI01 PLANAR
RADII OF CROSS SECTIONS; S 101 NONFLANAR;
NO. X-SECTIONS 5 11
7 SPHERE RADIUS; (X, Y, Z) OF CENTER
100 BOUNDARY
R MULTISURFAa SURFACES 1 THROUGH 6 POINTS PER
ASSEMBLY
COORDINATES OF 3 POINTS9 TRANSFORMATION DATA NOT IN STRAIGHT LINE
91 PSEUDO TRANSFORMATION ENTER IN FACTOR REQUEST 1
Figure 2.2-15. CONFAC Classifications, Input Requirements,
and Limitations
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0oo
The special surface generator which segments planes, cylinders and cones
into planar subsurfaces can be employed by specifying the mesh size of the
disc r etized surface. Four-sided planes would be segmented if the desired num-
ber of increments for each side were input. The size and location of circum-
fereutial segments of cylinders and cones would correspond to the planar sur-
faces with which CONFAC simulates these bodies. Typically, cylinders and
cones are generated as a class 6 surface, which requires the number of cross
sections as input data. These cross sections will define the number and size
of the axial sections for these two geometries. When using this feature of
the program each of the planar subsurfaces will require a unique identifica-
tion number for subsequent computations. This can be accomplished by the
special surface generator. For instance, if a surface i were to be divided
into N nodes, the next sequential numerical identification number to be
entered in the input block after surface i would be i + N - 1.
CONFAC requires all viewing surfaces to be planar. In order to obtain
all of the terms in the transfer matrix essentially all surfaces will be
tr5!ai:ed as a viewing surface at some point in the computation. The con-
straints on non-planar surfaces will be quantitatively discussed in a subse-
quent section of this report. If the thermal model contains non-planar sur-
faces which the analysis has elected to represent by single nodes, these
surfaces would have to be discretized into planar surfaces when treated as a
viewing surface by CONFAC. Such surfaces would require a dual input, which
would indicate that the entire surface is to be considered one node when viewed,
but is to be divided into planar nodes when it acts as the viewer. Thus,
the standard CONFAC input for the surface would be followed by specific sur-
face generator data if applicable or by a user discretized set of planes.
When all of the view factors from each of the planes are obtained, they will
be area weighted and summed to provide view factors from the entire surface.
If it is known, or suspected, that the view between two surfaces is
obstructed by intervening surfaces, a CONFAC class 8 (multisurface) input
would be used. T+-ie sequence in which the surface identification numbers were
input would identify the viewing, intervening, and vi-_„red surfaces. This
information combined with the view factors is sufficient to compute the de-
sired view factor by configuration algebra.
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• USERS NODE I.D. NUMBER I+1
• USERS NODE 1. D. NUMBER I
• SURFACE CLASSIFICATION
Z
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7
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• CONFAC DATA
• SHADOWING FLAG
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LOGIC FILE INTERFERENCE FILE
IST BLOCKED SURFACE I.D. NUMBER
NUMBER OF VIEWERS BLOCKED
FIRST BLOCKED VIEWER 1. D. NUMBER
NUMBER OF BLOCKERS
1. D. NUMBER OF BLOCKERS
i
SECOND BLOCKED VIEWER 1.D. NUMBER
NUMBER OF BLOCKERS
1. D. NUMBER OF BLOCKERSI
NTH BLOCKER VIEWER 1. D. NUMBER
NUMBER OF BLOCKERS
1. 0. NUMBER OF BLOCKERS
2 N BLOCKED SURFACE 1. D. NUMBER
ETC
LAST BLOCKEDSIMrACE 1. D. NUMBER
IBC
I '	 KNOWN VALUE FILE	 EQUIVALENCE FILE
R
• KNOWN AREAS AI
• KNOWN VQW FACTORS FII
• KNOWN AIFII
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• EQUIVALENT AREAS, A,
• EQUIVALENT VC., ....'ORS, FII
• EQUIVALENT AIF.I
(VALUES STORED IN ORDER OF ASCENDING
I. D. NUMBER)
Figure 2.2-16. Logic and Data File Contents
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6The optical properties of each surface constitute the last set of required
input. These consist of the emittance and reflectance of the surface at the
spectral region of interest (infrared or solar).
Optional input may consist of known view factors, and areas. Equivalence
statements may also be entered which permit the user to specify identities
whose values must be computed. This option would require computation of only
one of the terms (e.g., F ib with CONFAC). The rest of the identities would
then be set equal to the first computed. Depending upon the nature of the
physical problem and the skill of the analyst, the use of these options could
result in significant reductions in running time.
Surface Generation, Transformation, Class Reduction and Discretizat_ion
Operational details of these three blocks have been presented in a pre-
ceding section of this report. Their functions will be reviewed here for pur-
poses of continuity. The surface generator creates surfaces entered under data
classes 3 (polygon) or 6 (polygon or polyhedron), and surface transformation
provides the capability to translate and/or rotate surfaces constructed at
individually convenient local origins to their proper position with respect to
the other surfaces of the model. Class 3 and 6 surfaces will be converted to
class 1 and 5 respectively by the class reduction subroutine. The permanent
discretization of planes, cylinders and cones is also performed at this point
in the program. This subroutine will also be utilized to segment non-planar
surfaces temporarily when they become the viewing surface in CONFAC.
Logic and Data Files
These files will store data and indicators for subsequent computations.
Contents of the logic, interference, known value and equivalence files appear
in Figure 2.2-16. The logic file shown in the figure has the surfaces ordered
by the user's identifying node number. When all surfaces are recorded, the
file will be sorted and reordered according to surface classification. Inter-
nal identification numbers will then be sequentially assigned to each of the
surfaces as they appear in the revised listing. The surface groups will
appear in numerical order (i.e. all class 1 surfaces, then class 2, etc.).
There are three class 5 surfaces indicated in the figure, the first applies
to the standard class 5 surface, 5 OUTCYL and 5 INCYL indicates the system
of a flat surface and the external and internal surfaces of cylinders respec-
tively. The X, Y, Z co-ordinates of the unit vectors of planar surfaces will
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Figure 2. 2-17. Flow Chart, Input to File Creation
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6be computed and included in this file.
The interference file will contain all of the shadowed surface data which
will be recorded in ascending identification numbers of the blocked surfaces.
For each blocked surface, the associated viewing and intervening surfaces will
be listed as shown in Figure 2.2-16.
Known values and equivalence data files will store such data as input in
ascending identification numbers. The sequence of operations which will be
performed on the input block to obtain the logic files is presented in Figure
2.2-17.
Surface Selection and CONFAC Computation
Viewing surfaces will be loaded with CONFAC in the order of ascending
identification numbers with one viewing surface per run. Each viewing sur-
face will remain in CONFAC until view factors to all surfaces with identifi-
cation numbers greater than that of the viewer are computed; the next view-
ing surface is then entered and the sequence repeated. This procedure will
provide all of the view factors which appear above the diagonal of the
transfer matrix.
As previously discussed, all class 1 surfaces (planar) will be grouped
in the beginning of the logic file, and this will be entered as viewing sur-
faces. This will permit the maximum number of reciprocity computations to
obtain view factors from the other surface classes. Each time a viewed sur-
face is selected, the logic and data files will be searched for pertinei.t
known and equivalent statements which would indicate that the computation of
Fij need not be performed. Next, the interference file is interrogated to
determine if the two surfaces are obscured by intervening surfaces. Depending
upon the results of this search, the viewed surface would be loaded into
CONFAC either as a single or as a multi-surface. The user will define all
class 8 surfaces and associated bridge lines.
At present, there are three potential modes being considered for loading
CONFAC. One of these is to input the maximum number of surfaces into CONFAC
and then compute all view factors from surface 1. Based upon CONFAC con-
straints, two limiting combinations exist:
17 class 1 and 2 surfaces, and 10 class 7 surfaces, and 12 class 8
or 7 class 1 and 2 surfaces, and 10 class 4, 5, 6 surfaces and 10 class
7 and 12 class 8.
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0Each class 8 multi-surface may consist of a maximum of 6 surfaces. The logic
for this approach appears in Figure 2.2-18.
The ability to input 12 multi-surfaces requires that all of the surfaces
required to form them are also loaded. An alternative approach is shown in
Figure 2.2-19 where the above procedure is followed until a viewed multi-sur-
face is encountered. Then CONFAC would compute F ij for the surfaces already
stored, be cleared, compute the multi-surface F i 3 , and continue. These two
approaches would make maximum use of the storage available in CONFAC.
If only two surfaces at a time were entered and Rid computed, CONFAC
storage requirements could be reduced, and thereby provide space for other
blocks in the program.
After all of the planar surfaces have acted as viewing surfaces, non-
planar surfaces will be called. The conservation equation
E Fij = 1
J
and reciprocity can be used to compute some view factors from non-planar sur-
faces. If the surface "sees" itself or space which has not been entered
as a surface, only one view factor can be computed by means of the conserva-
tion equation. Up to three factors to other surfaces can be computed by
R	 this equation. Thus if a sufficient number of F's can be obtained by
reciprocity, such that the above constraints are staisfied, the surface or
surfaces would not have to be discretized and run through CONFAC. The use
of this approach invalidates the conservation check made later on in the pro-
gram, a factor which should be considered when using this option.
If the number of unknowns is excessive, or conservation solutions are
not requested, the non-planar surface would be reduced to planar segments
when it becomes a viewing surface. Each segment would then sequentially act
as a viewing surface in CONFAC. When view factors from all of the segments
have been obtained, they would be summed to provide view factors from the
total original surface.
E A 
Fi ij
= F
E Ai	 ij
j
i
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0When all of the factors which are required on and above the diagonal have
been obtained, F ij and/or A iFij will be printed for the user's convenience.
The values of A iFij will be stored for formation at the transfer matrix. The
use of this term results in a symmetrical matrix since A iF ij = A j Fji which
minimizes reciprocity computations.
Conservation Check
After all of the terms A iFij for a given surface i have been obtained from
CONFAC and reciprocity (and perhaps conservation) their sum will be compared
to A 1.. This comparison will permit detection of errors, unknown shadowing,
and additional conservation computations. The logic is shown in Figure 2.2-20
which also suggests those results whic'i should terminate the run.
Form AiFij Matrix, Form Transfer Matrix
At this point in the program, the transfer matrix can be formed. The
A 
i
.F 
Lj., matrix will be formed rows for each surface i. By symmetry, rows are
the same as columns when i=j. Tberefore, by multiplying each element of a
given row by p j Aj , one obtains either
D i Ai Fii
Aj
Ik 	 or
of Fj.
depending on the location of the element with respect to the diagonal. Next
the elements for which i =j, are subtracted from unity, providing the diagonal
terms 1-p i Fii . This provides a column for input to the matrix inversion sub-
routine. Elements of the inverted matrix will then be used in conjunction
with the property data to compute:
_ j =	 p l	 D
'^
^ «i ^j (DPI
	
ij	 o*	 D*Ii
ti
When all _4's (-4 *'s) from a surface i have been computed, a final conserva-
tion check will be made:
	
n	 Ei
E_
	
i=1	 ik	 i
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63.0 PHASE II: EMPIRICAL METHOD
3.1 INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
The measurement of radiant interchange factors which couple two surfaces
in an enclosure of two or more surfaces depends upon exciting the first sur-
face and detecting the response at the second surface. The following text
discloses the analytical basis for obtaining the transfer }unction or resolvant
for radiant interchange which is required to evaluate script-F. The results
of a preliminary feasibility study show that the proposed experimental proce-
dure can be implemented using off-the-shelf hardware to obtain the "thermal"
or IR interchange factor.
The analysis for Phase I develo?ed an algorithm for computing script-F
using matrix algebra. That analysis serves as a point of departure to derive
an algorithm for measuving script-F, by giving a rigorous physical interpre-
tation to the formulation. Much of the analysis for Phase I is repeated be-
low, both as an aid to the reader and to permit emphasis of aspects which are
not required for computational purposes. The analysis which follows shows
that script-F may be repressed in terms of the ratio of two fluxes*,
specifically
_	 W
^ki	 E i Ek Gk	 / joi
where
Joi	 = radiant hemispherical flux originating at a surface A i , i.e. the
excitation of Ai.
Gk(l) = radiant flux incident at a surface Ak which originates at Ai and
arrives both directly and by interreflection among other surfaces
in the enclosure, i.e. the irradiation of Ak due to excitation at
A..i
gi	 = hemispherical emittance of Ai.
Ek	= hemispherical absorptance of Ak.
*The term flux used in the present text has dimensions of power/unit area;
other writers identify these dimensions as flux density or power density.
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sFor thermal excitation of A i , it is known that J
oi = e i 
QT i4 , but thermal
excitation does not lend itself to a convenient experimental procedure.
Greater flexibility is obtained by sim:.:dting thermal excitation with a beam
of infrared energy incident on A i . In its final form, the analysis shows
that small elemental areas pA i , of Ai may be excited one at a time and the
resulting partial irradiation at A  may be summed to obtain the full incident
flux from Ai.
A technology survey has determined that the state-of-the-art of infra-
red signal detection makes it feasible to use local or elemental excitation
to measure radiant interchange parameters. No attempt was made to optimize
the off-tl,e-shelf equipment needed to implement the measurement algorithm,
but several components were considered. Both lasers and black body sources
appear capable of providing a beam of infrared energy for exciting an elemen-
tal area pAi . A black body source at 10000C (Barnes Engineering Model 11-200T)
with a chopper can be mounted in a system of transfer optics (Warner and
Swasey Model 30, f/5.5) to give a suitable signal for excitation of a diffuse
target covering pAi . The response of a second target covering an element of
A  can be measured with a commercial radiometer (Barnes Engineering b inch
Research Radiometer, Model R8-T1(8)). A lock-in amplifier, phased to the
source chopper (Princeton Applied Research Corp., Model HR-8) completes the
system and provides a signal-to-noise ratio which is adequate for most
geometrical arrangements of interest to spacecraft thermal designers. TH3
study has demonstrated a "first order" feasibility; additional analysis an;
survey of equipment together with breadboard experimentation will be required
to develop a system which represents an optimum for all geometries and sur-
face treatments.
3.2 ANALYTICAL BASIS
A procedure for obtaining radiative interchange factors from experimental
measurements is described below. The analytical basis for the measurements
is developed first for a conceptually simple enclosure in which all surfaces
emit and reflect diffusely. The analysis is extended to enclosures which
emit diffusely and reflect in a diffuse-plus-specular manner and finally to a
system of surfaces which emit directionally and reflect bi-df_rectionally.
The analysis assumes gray surface properties, uniform irradiation, and uni-
form emission.
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6Diffuse Enclosure
Consider an enclosure containing N surfaces which emit and reflect
diffusely. The gross radiant flux leaving any surface is commonly called the
radiosity and consists of emitted plus reflected energy. The radiosity is
expressed as
Jk=Jok+r)kGk
N
J	 ^^	 J F
ok	 kj-1	 j kj
, power/unit area	 (1)
(2)
Inasmuch as "k" represents any surface in the enclosure, equation 2 represents
a linear set of algebraic equations which may be written as
N
(bkj - Pk Fkj) J j = Jok ' k=1, 2, ..., N	 (3)j=1
in which the response vector J  can be found in terms of the excitation vector
Jok and the inverted transfer matrix whose elements are Qkj	 O k Fkj ) ' The
solution of equation 3 may be expressed as
N
Jk
 = j 1 O 5kj	 (4)
where 
$kj 
is the (kj)th element of the inverted transfer matrix.
Radiosity is not a convenient parameter for thermal designers who use
nodal computer programs. It is possible to use the definition of net heat
flux
qk net - J
k - Gk	, power/unit area	 (5)
A
to define a radiative interchange factor, -"kj , so that
N
qk
' 
net ^ Q ^ -"kj (Tk4 - T j 4 )	 power/unit area	 (6)j 1
The interchange factor may be computed as
ek
kj	 Fkj	 , dimensionless	 (7)ok 
The diffuse (hemispherical) emittances Ek , e j and the diffuse reflectance °k
are surface properties which are assumed known.
f
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•Although radiosity is not convenient as a thermal design parameter, it is
a measurable quantity. By combining equations 4 and 7 to eliminate Okj , find
	
pk N	 1J =k	
ek --1	 e j J o j _ ='kj	 (8)
a relationship between measurable quantities, J  and J oj , and a thermal design
parameter,Tbc interchange factor to some surface of interest, say A ,kj'	 i
may be found by setting
Joj = 0	 j = 1, 2 .... N	 (9)
j # i
then from equation 8
A
^'tkp'til ^jk
J 	
(10)
	
ik	 of
Inasmuch as Jok = 0, it follows from equation 1 that
Jk = 
p  Gk(i)
	 (11)
The superscript on the irradiation is used to denote that all of the energy
incident at A  originates at A i . The interchange factor requires measuring
the excitation, J , and the irradiation G W.
of	
G 
(i)	 k
ki - 6k 6i J	
(12)
of
Diffuse-Plus-Specular Enclosure, pk = 
pkd + pkm
As a better approximation to real surface properties, it is sometimes
assumed that surfaces emit diffusely and reflect Ln a diffuse-plus-specular
manner. The concept of radiosity may be retained by limiting it to the gross
diffuse radiant flux leaving a surface:
Jk J
ok + pkd Gk	 (13)
The irradiation must take into account both diffusely and specularly directed
energy toward Ak . Instead of the shape factor, Fkj , it is necessary to use
the exchange factor, kj to account for specular incidence:
d17	 k = 1, 2, ..., N	 (14)Jk Jok + pk	 j;,l Jj fkj
I
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sThis equation represents a linear set which may be solved for the radiosity to
obtain an expression equivalent to equation 4. The only difference is that the
transfer matrix contains tkj in place of Fkj.	
a
The interchange factor of interest to designers may be expressed as
Jkj = gkd i Okj	 (15)
Pk
The technique of single surface excitation may be used to measure the inter-
change factor to obtain a result identical to equation 12.
IG (1)
Jki - sk si P
oi
Insofar as the reflectance is eliminated from equation 12, it should be apparent
that the measurement applies for the rase of fully specular enclosures; that
is pkd 
= 0 , k = 1, 2, ..., N.
Real Enclosures
The analysis for real surfaces becomes much more complex because it is
necessary to account for the emergent direction of emission, the incident
direction of absorption, and both incident and emergent directions of reflec-
tion. Eevans and Edwards developed the analytical approach for real surfaces
in terms of radiative intensity, directional emittance and absorptance, and
bi-directional reflectance. The gross radiative flux leaving a surface A 
and directed toward a surface w consists of emitted and reflected components
N
II
^-kw ^okw + L rjkw nljk Fkj	 (16)
J=1
A psuedo-radiosity, 9k:wP  may be incrcduced to provide an analog to equation 2:
)kw
	
N	 k = 1, 2, ... , N
(^okw + j=1 rjkw 9jk Fkj '
	
	 (17)
w = 1, 2, ..., N
where p kw = nikw, etc. The total flux leaving A  may be thought of as
radiosity
N N	 N	 V N
Jk= E ^kw Fkw = iA + Ok Gk	 (18)l
where the tilde is used to denote that the parameters are not diffuse. That
is
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6.,	
^N'
JA w 1 9.k. Fkw	
(19a)
Gk = E !/jk Fkj	
(19b)j = 1
E r jkw	 qjk Fkj Fkw
w=1
pk
i=1
N
(19c)
F- O'k Fkjj=1
N
E pkw Fkw	
(19d)
w=1
The hemispherical-directional reflectance, pkw , is introduced in equation 19d.
Equation 17 represents a set of N 2 linear equations which may be solved
by inverting a transfer matrix whose elements are
8k  - rkwj Fwk 8w 
The Kronecker del-ta is written with superaeripts and subscripts. The pair of
indices (ij) refer to a row, while (kw) identify a column in the transfer
matrix. The solution may be expressed as
N	 N
qkwVopl Okw	
(20)
p=1	 1	
^P
where Okw is an element in the inverted transfer matrix occupying the (kw)th
PQ
row and (pl)th column.
The net heat flux may be expressed as the difference between the emergent
flux ( apperent radiosity) and the incident flux
N N
gk,net = Jk - Gk	
(21)
or the difference between hemispherically emitted flux ( yok) and absorbed flux
N N N
gk,net - Jok ak Gk	
(22)
where	 N
°"k Gk L1 O'k j 0Q jk Fkj	 (23)
s
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0The gray body assumption yields
akj = ekj (24)
Using thermodynamic arguments, the interchange factor may be found from either
equation 21 or 22.	 Equation 21 yields
^N+
J'k j	 pk	 L Fkw %W (25a)k	 w=1 j
while equation 22 gives
N
Jk Ll	 gkw Fkw "vk (25b)j j
where	 N
dab	 ejp Oab (26)
j	 p-1	 jp
When the excitation, 20pl , occurs as a result of temperature, it is the pro-
duct of directional emittance and the black body emissive power.
Oojp = ejp E (27)
Equation 27 may be introduced in equation 20 to obtain
N
E
^	
%k (28)
wk	 j
j
1
p
where use was made of 26.
When only a single surface, j = i, is excited, equation 28 yields
(i) I11	 __	 a wk (29)
'kak	 Ei
which may be introduced in equation 25b to give the result
N
J
	
. 1	 L	 gkw ^wk (1)	Fki	 E (30)i	 w=1	 kw
Making use of equations 23 and 24 and the result implicit in 19a and 27 that
M
Joi = ti E i (31)
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it follows that
	 — 
N G(i)
= 
Ek
 E i k	 (32)
`"'ki
Joi
This same result also follows from the use of equations 25a and 19. The re-
sult given by equation 32 for real surfaces is equivalent to the results for
diffuse-plus-specular surfaces in equation 12. The results become identical
if hemispherical emittance, E, and diffuse emittance, E , are identical.
Implementation
The implementation of experimental methods for obtaining radiant inter-
change factors requires the following:
1. Knowledge of the hemispherical surface emittances of the various
surfaces, gk and gi.
2. A technique for measuring the hemispherical incident flux at any
N
other surface, Gk.
3. A technique for exciting one surface at a time and measuring the
hemispherical emergent flux, Joi'
The measurement and computation of hemispherical emittance is a science which
has received considerable attention since the mid-'50's and will not be con-
sidered in this discussion. The measurement of hemispherical irradiation is
conceptually straightforward; the only requirement is a detector which is
both small relative to the nodal surface of interest and free of directional
sensitivity. The term "free of directional sensitivity" is used here to
identify a component of a detection system which is diffusely absorbing,
transmitting, or reflecting. The smallness is required to prevent the detector
from having a strong radiative interaction with the surroundings while the
directional sensitivity must be avoided in order to obtain a hemispherical
measuren:-at. A variety of detectors may be used depending upon the waveband
of interest; these include illuminometers, photographic film under a diffuse
cover glass, diffuse targets viewed from remote locations by photometers or
radiometers, photon sensitive devices such as solar cells or CdS wafers under 	 ti
diffuse cover glass, or even a small aperture in the surface backed by an
integrating sphere and its associated detector.
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•It is important to note that in a real surface enclosure, the product
N "^
e k Gk represents a mean value with respect to direction. The apparent hemi-
spherical absorptance,
`k
	is defined as a mean value which has been "weighted"
for radiant flux incident from all directions. The hemispherical absorptance
which is commonly used in thermal analysis is based on uniform irradiation
(i.e. equal "weighting") from all directions. It is possible to imagine a
surface, Ak , with strong directional absorptance irradiated in a small angular
field so that "apparent" and "common" hemispherical absorptances could be
different. The remaining discussion will not make any distinction among the
several interpretations of hemispherical properties; it will be assumed that
the differences are of second order importance.
The problem of single surface excitation and its measurement represents
the only conceptual impediment to obtaining a radiative interchange factor by
experimental means. The nature of the problem differs with the waveband of
interest insofar as solar excitation is conceptually different from thermal
excitation. Solar excitation is proportional to the product of the colli-
mated solar flux and an incidence factor, SCs k, 
while thermal excitation is
proportional to the total black body emissive power, QT4k . Solar excitation
of a single su*_face may be simulated with comparative ease using a collimating
projection system and a lamp source with appropriate spectral characteristics.
It is not necessary to duplicate the magnitude of the solar constant, S, for
the measurement of interchange phenomena. Thermal excitation is more diffi-
cult to achieve because conduction and convective heat transfer can obscure
the radiative exchange.
Thermal excitation of a single surface may be attained either by duplica-
tion or simulation. Duplication requires heating the surface of interest
while cooling all other surfaces and controlling convection and conduction.
Surface heating may be accomplished by bonding electric heater blankets or
heat exchangers to the back of a surface. In principle, all other surfaces
could be maintained at cryogenic temperatures to minimize "noise", but in
practice, such a procedure would be difficult to implement. Convection could
be eliminated by testing in a vacuum and conduction could be minimized by
ti
careful design and fabrication of surface interfaces. Alternately, it might
be possible to make measurements in a shirt sleeve environment by making
transient measurements of the excited surface temperature, the irradiation at
other surfaces, and then correlate data on an instantaneous basis.
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6Thermal excitation by simulation can be accomplished in a variety of ways.
Equation 32 is repeated for convenience
N N N(i)
G
	
ki sk Ni 
k	 (32)
J
of
The excitation, Joi , is a hemispherical flux and should be associated with aN
spectral waveband; however, it is not necessary to associate J oi with the
emittance gi . If duplication is required then
Joi = e l CT i4	 (33)
but a collimated input may be used instead as
Joi - p i	 Cs,i
	 (34)
Two obvious conditions must be fulfilled to make this type of simulated thermal
	
excitation acceptable:	
o
1. The collimated flux, ^f , must have the same waveband characteristics
implied by CT i4.
2. The directional reflectance must have the same characteristics as
directional emittance; that is
Di = K 6i , (hemispherical) 	 (35a)
and
ptw = K siw	 (directional)	 (35b)
where
si
	 TT
	
cos A dm
(2n) emergent
Pi rr
 fp 
i3O cos Adw
( 2n)emergent
K = constant
The collimated input of J on A i must be redistributed in the same directions
as flux emitted from Ai . The type of simulation implied above amounts to
virtual duplication and as such represents a nearly ideal situation which may
not be attainable.
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6The virtual duplication of thermal excitation by use of a collimated IR
input serves as a point of departure for purposes of engineering design simula-
tion. As the next step, it may be observed that
1. If Ai were a diffuse emitter and a diffuse reflector, equation 32
would be satisfied.
2. The emittance of real surfaces tends to be diffuse.
From these observations, it is tempting to conclude that the surface A i should
be made a diffuse reflector in order to approximate the directional emittance
of its real prototype. This type of surface simulation appears to represent a
reasonable compromise with virtual duplication; it has the advantage of com-
pletely eliminating the product p i C s'i from both numerator and denominator of
equation 32. Its greatest disadvantage is that the true bi-directional reflec-
tive character of Ai may be destroyed even if the magnitude of hemispherical
reflectance is preserved.
The error induced in substituting a diffusely reflecting surface for a
real (bi-directional) surface is an analytically tractable quantity. A
geometry of interest may be postulated and solved for real surface propertie;
and for one surface having a diffuse reflectance. Unfortunately, such an
error analysis is beyond the scope of the present study.
Another compromise for the sake of implementing single surface excitation
with a collimated input involves the use of a small portion of Ai as a diffuse
reflector while preserving the real reflective properties everywhere else.
This approach violates the assumption of uniform excitation but the error may
be eliminated by repeating measurements with the source moved to several
locations on Ai . [NOTE: A double integration over a source area and a sink
area is required to change "local" exchange factors to "area mean" exchange
factors. The assumption of uniform irradiation and excitation eliminate the
mathematical details, but these same details must be recovered when local
excitation and/or local irradiation are measured.] This technique of local
excitation is susceptible of error analysis and a simple case is examined
below for a diffuse-plus-specula- enclosure.
A Comparison of Point and Uniform Excitation
An enclosure of three finite surfaces is shown in the sketch below. kn
incremental area, 8Ak , is shown lying at the centroid of one of the area, A1.
N
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If the reflective properties of all surfaces are known and all dimensions are
specified, a formal problem may be iP-ntified as follows: What is the error
in assuming Jk2 _ -^ 12	 kand ,^' 3 _ J13	 -
? If gA1c 	 2lies at the centroid of A ,
what is the error in assumingj'kl
	 `^21 and .,k3 = j23?
OAK << A.
d+P
d
PK -- PK
	
oat..7
y	 ^	 ^
i	 SAX	 i
k
The transfer matrix for this enclos+re is
(1	 p ld^11 )	p1df12	 01d^13	
C
_	 d	 _
^'
D =	 p2 ^21	 (1 - p 2 ^22 ) 	p2 x'23	
0
0 3 df 31	 p3d032	 (1 " 0 3 df 33	 0
Pk fkl	 Pk Tk2	 ^'n fk3	 1
The several interchange factors of interest may be evaluated in closed form as
follows:
	
1^12(1-03.112elDe2df33) + p3df13^32
t 	 e
3
 
1tl3(l-P2 
	 J
`113	 1D 
	d f22 ) 
+ p2dt12f23
J21 = e2De1 [f2l(l-P3 d f33 ) + p3df23^31
J23 
= e2De3	
23(1-p1df11) + Pidf21Q131
J
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I6
Al - ekDel [fkl('_P2 d f 22)(l P 3df 33 ) + P 2dfk2f 2l (1-P 3df 33) + P3df031(1-02df 22)
+ 'P2 d P3 
dP2dP3d 
(k2f23t31 + k03021 - kl023032)
-jk2 0 ekD 2 [fk2 
(,_Oldf 
ll ) (l P 3df33 ) + P ldfkl f l2 (l-p 3df 33 ) + P 3dfk3T32 (1-P l df ll)
+ PldP3d 001332 + Qk3 012 - fk2f13f31)
Jk3 - ekDe3 [fk3(1-0 
ldtll)(I_p 
2 
d t
22 ) + P1dtkltl3(1-p2dt22) + P2dk2^23(1-Pldtll)
+ P1dP2d (fk1I124 23 + k2t21f13 - 1012f21)
If 6Ak lies on Al and Pk = Pl , then the percentage error in J12 is
100	 _
( J12 A2)
When Al 1 A2 and A2 // A3 , then fll = 0 and fkl = 0 so that
^ j^12 x 100 - 1 12-fk2)(l P 3df33 )+(^13- 0 (0 3dt 32) P1dp3d(fk3f31#12-fk2O13031) x 100
H12(1-p d^ ) + P df12	 3 33	 3 13 32
If dAk is on A2 , then fll - 0, but fk2 # 0,
023[ 	 d^22)' + [Q21 -tkl (1-p 2dt22 )] (P 1 df 13)
_T23
 x 100	
_ d	 _ d d
P2 fk2t23 P 1 P2 [fklf l2f23fk02l0 lAk31121 1 
x 100
f23 + P1df21f13
These expressions suggest that the errors will be small if the surface - to-sur-
face exchange factors q12 ' 123 , etc., are of comparable value as the point-
to-surface factors, fk2 ' fk3' etc. The equations above have a simpler
appearance in fully specular enclosures for which all p id = 0, i - 1, 2, 3:
^ J12 x 100 = f12 - 11k2 x 100	
on  Al
	T n	 Ai specularX12	 1^	 1 - 1, 2, 3
A 23	 T	 Tk3
	
d on A2
x 100 = ---- x 100
^3	 23	
Ai specular
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0The closed form expressions above also serve to illustrate that the error
in equating local excitation with uniform excitation is a strong function of
geometry. As a first step in the error analysis, a fully diffuse enclosure
was investigated. When all p im 0 , the exchange factors, tkj , reduce to
conventional shape factors, Fkj	 additional simplification results because
all of the surfaces are plane so that all Fkk = 0.
The preliminary results for 
8Ak 
lying at the centroid of A l indicate
that local excitation may be used as the basis for nPking experimental mea-
surements of nodal interchange fact:{rs. The simple error analysis confirms
intuition by showing that single point excitation is acceptable for "open"
systems such that F t ^A ' w FA , A . However, for closely coupled systems,
k, i
	 j	 i
single point excitation can lead to errors of about 50% in interchange factor
measurement. It is apparent that successive (repeated) excitation at several
locations on the exciting surface are needed to simulate area - to-area inter-
change. The procedure of point excitation and measurement is described below.
The mathematical basis for the procedure is presen ted in the next section.
Consider an enclosure of nodal areas A l , A2 ,	 AN which emit and re-
fleet in an arbitrary manner:
A,
M ,	 ^aAK	 A,
Each nodal area, Ai , is subdivided into a number of elemental area pA j,:
e. g.	
^ s )
A'` k =1	 eA'`'
I
t
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0The interchange factor jki requires finding Gk(i) and Joi . The nodal irradia-
tion, Gk(i) may be found by measuring point irradiation on Ak due to point
excitation on Ai and taking a double sum over k' and i' as follows:
1) Excite the element pA J',.l on Ai and measure the point irradiation
Gk^ i =1) , 'k' - 1, 2,	 Mk, on Ak . Take the area weighted sum
of these to find
	
G (i'=1) = 1	
Mk	
G ( i ^ =1) Dk	 Ak k' =1
	
k	 7c
N
2) Measure the point excitation JOi'=1 at AA Val .
3) Repeat steps 1) and 2) for i' = 2, 3, ..., Mi.
4) Take the sum of all Gk(iI) to obtain the nodal irradiation Gk (i) ,
G (i) = M 	 G (i
,)	 - 1	 M 	 ^c G 
k	 k
(i' ) 6pp^^
k	
i'=1	 Ak i= 1 '=1 
N
5) Take the area weighted sum of all J oi , to obtain the nodal excita-
tion Joi'
MiN	 1	 N
Joi	 Ai i'=1 Joi AAi,
Observe that if the point excitation is constant at all pA i , , then
N N
Joi - Joil
This last condition eliminates the need to measure all J oi , and per-
mits a single measurement to suffice. It does not eliminate the need
to excite all of the locations AA i , . When Gk (i) and Joi are known,
values may be used in equation 32 to obtain the node-to-node inter-
change factor.
Relationship between Local and Nodal Radiation Fluxes
Radiative transfer among surfaces separated by non-absorbing, non-
scattering media is governed by the linear Fredho
second kind. Inasmuch as the equation is linear,
superposition of forcing functions may be used to
the experimental measurement of radiative fluxes.
shows how a succession of points excited one at a
Lm integral equation of the
intuition indicates the
advantage in implementing
The analysis which follows
time on an area A. is
i
1
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6J0 
and K are assumed known everywhere in the enclosure and J must be found.
The solution of equation 3 may be expressed in terms of a resolvant,
R(dAa , dA1 10 , which is postulated as known. (In practice, the resolvant will
be found experimentally). X is a parameter which is related to reflectance.
The solution has the form
N j
J(dAa) = J0(dAa) +	 J J0(dAj ) R(dAa ,dAjIX)dA.j	(4)
j-i _
A 
The irradiation at a point dAk is
N r
G(dAk) = L J J(dAj ) K(dAk ,dAj )dA1	(5)j =1 J
A.
J
Equation 4 may be u
rr
sed with equation 5 to obtain
G(dAk) = L ( 	 +	 f Jo(dAp) R(dAj ,di,JX)dApii' K(dAp ,dA^)dAj , (6)
j=1 ^ !_
	
P=1-	 J
	A.	 A
	
]	 p
In keeping with the experimental procedure for measuring radiant inter-
change, it is assumed that only the surface A i is excited and that the excita-
tion is uniform over the surface. Equation 6 reduces to
_	 N
G(dAk ;Ai ) _	 ,r ( Jo(dAi) R(dAj , dA,IX) K(dAk ,dAj ) dAidAj	(7)
	
J=1
	
_J
Aj Ai
The functional notation, G(dAk ;A,), is used to denote that the irradiation at
the point dAk is due solely to excitation of the nodal area A i . The integra-
ticn over Ai may be decomposed according to equation 1:
M 
f1
0 (dAi ) R (dAj , dA,IX) dAi =	 10(dAi,) R(dAj ,dAi ,IX)dAi , , (8)
_	 i =1
Ai	 gAi,
where dAi , is a point lying in the elemental area gAi. Equation 8 provides
	
the basis for superposition by defining a partial irradiation G(dAk ;gAi ,) as	 ti
N
G ( dAk ;6Ai ,) = L f J 10 ( dAi l) R(dAj,dAi,,),) K(dAk,dAj)dAidA1(9)
j 
A  gAi,
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0a type B-1 germanium immersed thermister bolometer detector package. The 8 mr
field of view subtends a one inch diameter area at L 3 - 125 inches. Using
these values in the equation for G 3 gives
G3 = 1.81 x 10-11 watts/cm2
Using the terminology of IR radiometry, the signal has a power density,
PD = G3 = 1.81 x 10 -11 watts/cm 2 for the conditions postulated above.
The Barnes 8 inch Radiometer when using its internal chopper with a
Noise Equivalent Power Density (NEPD) of 7 x 10 -10 watts/cm2 when set for a
3 millisecond response time which corresponds to a 50 Hz system bandwidth.
This NEPD is too large to give a reasonable signal-to-noise ratio, but simple
codifications can be made using auxiliary equipment to obtain suitable SIN
rat es. It is possible to disconnect the radiometer chopper and use a source
chopper instead. In this way the ambient radiant energy (noise) will be D.C.
and the only A.C. signal will be the energy from the infrared source. This
procedure allows phase locking of the amplifier to the source chopper for
extremely high noise rejection. The amplifier suggested for this application
is Princeton Applied Research Corporation precision lock-in amplifier,
Model HR-8, which has an equivalent noise bandwidth of 0.0026 Hz. Since the
radiometer noise tgEPD is directly proportional to the square root of the
equivalent noise bantliidth, this reduces its NEPD to 4.9 x 10 -12 watts/cm2.
The signal-to-noise ratio for the system described above is
SIN - PD/NEPD
1.81 x 10-i1 
= 3.6
4.9 x 10-12
This ratio is marginal and requires above 2 minutes of integration to obtain
a single data point. However, several degrees of freedom are available to the
experimentalist for improving the SIN ratio and the measurement tti rc . The
most obvious improvement is the use of highly reflective target, 0 t = Ot2_41.0.
This single improvement would give
SIN -14
a ratio which experience has shown as adequate for reliable .nd repeatable 	 ti
measurements. The use of faster transfer optics, say f/2, would also in-
crease the SIN by at least a factor of two.
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Discussion
The numerical example considered above is based on radiative exchange be-
tween two small areas, 6A  and 8A 29 in black surroundings. The results demon-
strate "first order" feasibility, but no attempt was made to optimize the choice
of equipment nor to probe geometrical limitations in depth. The preliminary
choice of equipment is listed in Table 3.3-1 showing model numbers and prices
(Fa11.1968). This equipment appears to be suitable for measuring radiation
parameters for interchange factors between areas which have a direct view of
each other; however, it is questionable whether the equipment is adequate for
more complex geometries, say in which 6A  does not have a direct view of 8A l.
A hypothetical enclosure illustrating this last possibility is shown in Figure
3.3-2. For the case of diffusely reflecting surface A 3 , the power density detected
by a radiometer viewing 6A2 would be decreased by the factor 03 
F23 < 1. Such
a decrease could lower the signal-to-noise ratio below an acceptable level.
Figure 3.3-2 - Signal incident at irradiation target,
8A2 , arrives from excitation target, 8Al,
by reflection from A3.
The case shown in Figure 3.3-2 corresponding to F i , k , ' 0 is amenable to
experimental determination of _^ 21, but the equipment or technique or both
must be modified. For example, laser beams may be used to excite 6A  instead
of blackbody source or multiple blackbody beams may be focussed on 8A l . Ana-
lytical procedures may be used to show that G (1) / JO1 "' p 3 (G23) / J03)
(G 31) / J01) where the direct view ratios may be measured.
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Table 3.3-1 - Listing of Preliminary Equipment Selection
and Their Prices
Equipment Price
Barnes Engineering, Model 11-200T blackbody
with 11-200/201-3A aperture plate and $	 2,875.00
11/200/201-10E chopper
Warner and Swasey Co., Model 30 optical transfer
1	 975.00system
Barnes Engineering, Model R8-77(b) with 8 mr
field of view, interchangeable detector 16,690.00
package B-1, light spot projector, TR-5B
tripod, and TD-1B tripod dolly
Princeton Applied Research Corp., Model HR-8
lock-in amplifier 2,250.00
TOTAL $22,790.00
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0 
and K are assumed known everywhere in the enclosure and J must be found.
The solution of equation 3 may be expressed in terms of a resolvant,
R(dAa , dAi JX), which is postulated as known. ( In practice, the resolvant will
be found experimentally). X is a parameter which is related to reflectance.
The solution has the form
N r
J(dAa) = J0 (dA a) +	
_J 
J
0 
(dA j ) R(dAa ,dAiIX)dAj 	(4)
j-1
A.
J
The irradiation at a point dAk is
N r
G(dAk) _	
J 
J(dAj ) K(dAk ,dAj )dAj 	(5)
j=1
A.
J
Equation 4 may be used with equation 5 to obtain
G(dAk) = L ! IJO(dAj) +	 j Jo(dAp) R(dAj ,dk1),)dAp ' K(dAp ,dA3)dAj , (6)
j=1 _^	 p 1 _J
Aj 	  
In keeping with the experimental procedure for measuring radiant inter-
change, it is assumed that only the surface Ai is excited and that the excita-
tion is uniform over the surface. Equation 6 reduces to
_	 N
G(dAk ;Ai ) _ L r 
f 
Jo (dAi) R(dAj , dA,IX) K(dAk ,dAj) dA dA(7)
j=1 
Aj Ai
The functional notation, G(dAk 
i
;A), is used to denote that the irradiation at
the point dAk is due solely to excitation of the nodal area A i . The integra-
ticn over Ai may be decomposed according to equation 1:
M.
	
J0 (dA i ) R(dA ,dAi j'X)dAi
 = 7	 10(dAi,) R (dAj ,dAi ,IX)dAi , , (8)
_I	 j	 i r 1 1
Ai 	6Ai,
where dAi , is a point lying in the elemental area 6Ai. Equation 8 provides
the basis for superposition by defining a partial irradiation G(dAk ;6Ai ,) as
N
G(dAk ; 6Ai I ) _
	
f
JJo(^il ) R ( dA dA, ^' X) K( dAk . d  ) dA dA
	
(9)
j 
A  6Ai,
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i
iThe complete irradiation of equation 7 is recovered by summing the partial
irradiations over Ai,
M 
G(dAk ;Ai
) = i^_ 
1 G(dAk ;8Ai' )	 (10)
The mean nodal irradiation required for interchange factor computations is
defined as
M1
Gk
 = A
k J
J G(dAk ;Ai)dAk	(11)
Ak
Once more, the integral  may be decomposed as
(i)	 r	 _Gk	
= 1
	
E 
J 
G(dAk ,;Ai)dAk	(12)
Ak k'=1
8A k'
An elemental mean value defined as
GM
 = 
1	
j G(dA^;A.)dAk 	(13)8A J	 i
8A k'
and used with equation (10) define an elemental irradiation at BA k , due to an
elemental excitation at BA,,:
(i')	 1
Gk'	
= 8t'' +
y	G(
	 ' ;BAi' )d k
k 6A k,
Equations 10 and 14 may be combined in equation 12 to obtain
G(i)	 1	
M 
	
G(i^)	 (15)k	
Ak k'=1 i^=1 k
This double summation over the excitation area and the irradiated area is the
formal relationship suggested by intuition.
Turning next to the excitation of the nodal area, A i , the quantity re-
quired for experimental evaluation of interchange factors is
(14)
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iJ = 1 J (dA	
i
)dA	 (16)
iof	 A	 oi
A.i
Mi
1	 )	 f Jo ( dA,I) dAi	 ( 17)
Ai iF =1 g
J	 _
If the local excitation, J 0 (dAi ,), is uniform over all of Ai , then
Joi = J0 (8Ai ) = J0 (dAi )
	
(18)
This result is intuitively apparent and is included to show that the local
excitation need be measured only once, so long as it is maintained constant
during the experiment.
3.3 EQUIPMENT SURVEY
The analysis and discussion in Section 3.2 have shown how local excita-
tion and local irradiation measurements may be used to obtain empirical data
for radiative interchange factors. This section describes the findings of a
preliminary equipment survey which demonstrates the feasibility of using off-
the-shelf hardware to obtain thermal (IR) radiation interchange factors in a
shirt sleeve environment based on the local-to-local technique.
The components required to obtain radiative interchange factors frcm a
model spacecraft include the following:
1. An excitation source.
2. A diffuse excitation target.
3. A diffuse irradiation target.
4. An irradiation detection instrument.
These components would be used in a manner similar to that described by
Bobco (Reference 4) for obtaining local solar irradiation data. The principal
differences are the waveband of the radiative excitation and the use of an
excitation target to simulate surface emission. The implementation of the
Reference A: Bobco, R. P., "An Experimental Technique for Measuring Local
Solar Irradiation with a Model Spacecraft", AIAA Paner No. 68 -770, AIAA 3rd
Thermophysics Conference, Los Angeles, June 1968.
ti
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ilocal-to-local technique for IR interchange factors requires the use of an IR
beam of radiant energy focussed on a small diffusely reflecting excitation
target. The target radiosity, J
of
„ must be measured by a remote viewing
radiation detector for use as a reference value. A second diffusely reflecting
target placed on some surface of interest is also viewed by the remote detector
to obtain the partial irradiation, Gki ) , at that point. The irradiation is
found by measuring the radiosity of the second target and dividing the value
by the irradiation target reflectance, pt,(k)
G 	
= 
JW / p t l (k)
The radiative interchange factor, script-F, is shown to be proportional to the
ratio
G(il) / Joi,
This last result may be used to remark that the reflectance of the excitation
target, p t (i) , is arbitrary and its magnitude may be unknown so long as it is
Lambertian (diffuse). The magnitude of the irradiation target, p t ,(k) , must
be known quantitatively, but it is arbitrary, as well. It will be shown below
that practical considerations indicate that both targets should be highly
reflective, p t (i) ,p t ,(k)	 1.0 in order to obtain consistent data.
The discovery that target reflectance is constrained only by the require-
ment of diffuseness allowed most of the current feasibility study to be con-
cerned with IR sources, transfer optics, radiometers, and associated elec-
tronics equipment. The purpose of the study was to establish the "first
order” feasibility rather than to obtain a list of optimum components. The
"first order" results show that off-th( shelf hardware is, indeed, available
for implementing the local-to-local technique successfully. The analysis and
discussion in support of this conclusion are presented following a formal
problem statement.
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Problem Statement
Consider two diffusely reflecting elemental areas 6A 1 and 6A 2 separated
by a distance L 12 where the areas are of the order one inch diameter and the
separation distance is of the order of one half meter. A pencil of IR energy
irradiates 6A 1 from . source of distance L1 , with an angle of incidence 8.
An IR radiometer views 6A2 from a distance L 3 to detect energy which originates
at the source. The geometry is shown schematically in Figure 3.3-1. The problem
of interest is to determine 1) the availability of equipment and 2) the nature
of preliminary geometrical constraints for application of the local-to-local
method.
Equipment (Sources and Sensors)
Infrared Source
Two blackbody sources and a 10.6 micron CO 2 laser (such as built by
Coherent Radiation Labs) were examined as candidate IR sources. A blackbody
source operating at 300 0C was found to lack the power to create an acceptable
signal-to-noise ratio at the radiometer. The laser, while having adequate
power, is a monochromatic source, so it was not examined in great detail at
this time. Most "engineering" surfaces tend to be gray above about 2.0 w
so, in principle, a single frequency laser would be adequate as a source.
However, a better approach would be based on the use of three or four lasers
at different frequencies, coupled with a spectral correlation analysis to
simulate blackbody excitation of the source target 6A1.
A Barnes Engineering Model 11-200T blackbody with an aperture plate and
a chopper was chosen as the infrared source. This source can operate at
1000 0C and has a maximum aperture of 0.5 i.: ,^h diameter. This gives a radiant
intensity, B s /As , of
W
Bs = ^ s = W r s 2 	watts/steradian
where
W = total radiant flux
r  = radius of the source aperture
A
s 
= area of the source aperture
For this blackbody
w - 13.2 w/cm2	(radiated in the 1.8 to 28.0 w region)
r = 0.635 cm
s	 3-21
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012
INFRARED SOURCE AND	 L12
TRANSFER OPTICS
021
N2
023
INFRARED	 ^^	
6A2
RADIOMETER
L3
N1
 IS THE NORMAL TO TEST AREA NUMBER 1
(EXCITATION TARGET)
N2
 IS THE NORMAL TO TEST AREA NUMBER 2
(TEST OR IRRADIATION TARGET)
Figure 3. 3-1, Geometry of Interchange
Factor Measurement Experiment
Used in Phase 1 Analysis
lk
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't
Thus
B = 5.32 watts / steradian
s
Transfer Optics
A Warner and Swasey Model 30 optical system was chosen for the transfer
optics. This is an all-reflective Cassagr3nian system and therefore has an
operational range from the ultraviolet to the far - infrared. This source
maintains a constant image size of 0.5-inch diameter and a constant back
focal length of 11 inches, while being focused over the range of 11 inches to
infinity. The power transferred by this system is
P1	 A I f TBs cos 9 4dAl , watts
s
8A1 nsl
where
8A1 = source target area in the image plane of the optics.
O
sl = solid angle subtended by the 5iurce entrance aperture
T = optical system transmittance
Tire power may be approximated as
TB  
nsl 8A 
P1	 A
s
The small angle assumption implicit in the integration is possible because
the image and source aperture areas are equal, 8A 1 = As , and the transfer
system has a speed of f/5.5. The solid angle, (lsl, may be approximated by
ne2
0 s 
=	
^
where 8 is the half angle of the transfer optics.
9 = 1/11 = 0.0912 radian
The transfer .optics is guaranteed to have less than 20% central area
obscuration and the reflectance of the aluminized mirrors is 0.95 so the
transmittance is
T = 0.80 (0.95) 2 = 0.72
These numerical values give a power
Pl = 0.1 watt
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6With the system focused at 22 inches, because the focal length of the
optics is 11 inches, the target size irradiated is 0.5 inch in diimeter; there-
fore, at working distance L 1 = one meter sho;,m in Figure A, the irradiated
target size will be 0.895 inch. If the normal to the one-inch-diameter target
attached to surface 1 makes an angle, 9 1 , with the centerline of the incident
cone of energy, the above perpendicular target size will be increased by the
reciprocal of cos 9 1 . Therefore, the maximum angle allowed is
CCs 9 1	0.895
or 91 = 26.50
It should be remarked that the IR beam emerging from the transfer optics
lies outside of the visible waveband (0.3 - 0.7 N,). A visible light source
may be incorporated in the projection system as an aid to focussing the beam
on the excitation target.
The apparent excitation radiosity of the source target is
( i ' )
J ol	 - ptl P
1
 / 6A1
This parameter represents the first measured quantity needed for an interchange
factor. The power incident at the test target, 6A 2 , is
(i')	 (i')P2 - 
G2	 6A2 - J01	 F12 6A1
The irradiation, G2 i 	, represents a second measured quantity needed for an
interchange factor. The shape factor, F 12 , may be appro.tdmated as
F12 = cos 9 12 cos 8
21 6A2
cos 912 cos 9
21 6A2F12	 ^ 
L 2
12
where 912 and 9 21 are defined in Figure 3.3-1. The shape factor F 12 is a point-
to-point factor; in the presence of nodal areas A l and A2 it would be necessary
to write F i , k , where 6Ai , = 6A1 and 6Ak , = 6A2.
it was assumed
n2	
These values4
than limiting or worst
In order to gain insight to the magnitude of P
912 = 9
21 = 450' Otl = 0.50, L12 = 0.50 meter, 6A2
were chosen as being reasonable, or typical, rather
cases. The power irradiating 6A 2 is found to be
P2 = 1.62 x 10 -5 watts
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As a comparison, it may be observed that the total emission from a blackbody
at room temperature (25 0C) is approximately 0.3 
8A  
watts (6A2 expressed in
square inches); this value represents the potential noise of the test target.
The signal radiosity of 
8A  
due to the irradiation P 2 is
J 2 Ot2 P2 / 8A 
The radiant flux incident at a radiometer is computed from
G3 = J 2 F23 8A  / 6A  = J 2 F32 , watts/unit area
The shape factor F 32 is approximately
cos 9 2 6A F32	 ^ L 2
3
inasmuch as a radiometer is designed such that cos 9 32 = 1.0. The excitation
flux from 
6A  which is measured at the radiometer is conveniently expressed as
p P cos 9 p G W ) gA cos 9
t2 2	 23	 t2 2	 2	 23G3 =	
nL32	
=	
nL32
_ O tl Ot2 P  cos 9 12 cos 921 cos 923 8A 
n2 	 2	 2
L12 L3
r	 This last equation serves to identify some of the variables available to the
experimentalist in designing a system for measuring radiant interchange factors.
Sensors
Three different Barnes radiometric instruments were considered in the
present study:
- Barnes IR Microscope
- Barnes 4 inch Research Thermometer
- Barnes 8 inch Research Radiometer
The IR microscope was not suitable because it lacked sensitivity and its field
of view was too small to be useful
-3
(order of 10	 inches at a separation dis-
tance of several inches). The 4 inch Research Thermometer and the 8 inch
Radiometer are both candidates, but only the 8 inch model is suitable for thf, ti
power P1 = 0.1 watt associated with the present source and transfer optics.
The radiometer found suitable for the local-to-local method is the B.ii!
Engineering 8 inch diameter R8-T1(b) with an 8 milliradian field of view aiid
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3.4 SOLAR INTERCHANGE PARAMETERS
The analysis of Section 3.2 applies equally well for the measurement of
solar interchange factors with one important exception: the real surface, Ai,
must be excited rather than a diffusely reflecting target, 6A,,
i
. The reason
for this is that solar excitation is strongly dependent upon incident and
emergent directions unlike thermal excitation which tends to be diffuse. The
solar interchange measurements may be carried out on a local-to-local basis,
but it appears to be more convenient and accurate to use full surface excita-
tion instead.
The feasibility and accuracy of solar interchange measurements was estab-
lished in Reference A. The only problems which remain relate to optimizing
the procedure and the equipment. For example, greater operational flexibility
can be obtained by bringing the measurements indoors and using an artificial
light source instead of the sun. An investigation of the availability of
equipment (sources and sensors) is required to optimize the procedure.
An outgrowth of the IR feasibility study has been the realization that
the use of a source chopper with a lock-in amplifier may be adapted to solar
interchange measurements as well. It appears that Barnes 8 inch radiometer
and the PARC lock-in amplifier may be used for both IR and solar measurements.
Solar meal •_rements would require the use of a light source having solar
spectral properties and the substitution of a different detector in place of
the interchangeable B-1 package. A detailed examination of this possibility
represents part of the forthcoming study to optimize solar interchange factor
measurements.
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